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Abstract 

 

Most Endangered Lists and their Implementation by Statewide 

Preservation Advocacy Organizations 

 

 

 

 

Jessica Aurora Ugarte, MSHP 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisors:  Monica Penick and Michael Holleran 

 

A Most Endangered list is a common programmatic tool used by historic 

preservation advocacy groups.  These lists allow the organizations to focus their support 

on a small, representative selection of threatened historic resources.  While these 

programs are widely accepted and implemented, there has been no formal investigation 

into their use or study of the subtle differences that make each program unique.  This 

thesis analyzes statewide Most Endangered programs with the goal of determining if 

there are variables that can enhance the program‟s effectiveness at accomplishing the 

organization‟s goals. 

Organizations that wish to examine the usability or effectiveness of their Most 

Endangered programs do not have easy access to the information that is needed for an 

objective analysis.  This is the current situation at Preservation Texas, Texas‟ statewide 
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preservation advocacy organization. The staff there is currently evaluating the 

organization‟s Most Endangered program, making this document a timely and useful tool 

for their use.  This thesis seeks to provide a base from which Preservation Texas, or any 

preservation advocacy organization, can begin to examine their own program‟s 

operations.   

For this project I performed research on statewide Most Endangered programs at 

both macro and micro levels.  An initial investigation of the web-presence of these 

programs enabled me to make broad determinations about their operations.  I then 

selected five of these organizations for a closer study.  Through interviews and additional 

research, it was possible for me to begin to compare and contrast the programs while 

analyzing their differences from an impartial perspective.   

Through this careful study, I developed a list of eight criteria that are indicative of 

an effective Most Endangered program.  In the final chapter I use these eight criteria to 

analyze Most Endangered programs, specifically the one operated by Preservation Texas.  

By applying my research and observations, I am able to reach constructive conclusions 

about the operations and functions of Preservation Texas‟ Most Endangered program.  

While this thesis was written for the benefit of a specific organization, the findings are 

applicable to any organization that has, or is thinking about starting, a Most Endangered 

list. 
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Introduction 

“Preservationists are the only people in the world who are invariably confirmed in their 

wisdom after the fact.” 

‐John Kenneth Galbraith, 1979 Presentation to the National Trust for Historic 

Preservation 

In the United States, historic preservation has made great strides in accomplishing 

its basic mission of safeguarding the nation‟s tangible past.  The proliferation of 

preservation-specific businesses and the growing popularity of heritage tourism is a 

testament to preservation‟s success.  However, despite the public‟s acceptance of the 

need to preserve nationally significant historic landmarks, cities and towns are still losing 

their local historic resources as the desire for new development builds.  Examples in 

which preservation succeeded in saving important, yet under-appreciated historic 

resources are greatly outnumbered by the stories of buildings, sites and landscapes for 

which preservation advocacy simply did not work.   

Historic preservation advocacy organizations attempt to resolve this disparity. 

These organizations exist wherever there is a need for their support in providing careful 

stewardship of irreplaceable historic resources.  One of the most effective tools that these 

organizations have to use are Most Endangered lists.1 These lists seek to increase public 

awareness about historic preservation by selecting a small sample of representative, 

threatened historic resources on which to focus their limited assets. 

This thesis specifically focuses on statewide preservation advocacy organizations.  

Through research and analysis, it makes determinations about what can increase the 

effectiveness of a statewide preservation advocacy organization‟s Most Endangered 

program.  While these programs assist organizations by enabling them to help preserve 

local historic resources, there have been virtually no studies done that objectively 

                                                 
1 In this document the term “program” is used to describe the organization‟s Most Endangered program as 
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evaluate the effectiveness of the different ways that Most Endangered lists are used.2  

This thesis offers an in-depth analysis of these programs as a resource for organizations 

that hope to use Most Endangered lists as a way to enhance their operations.  

The first chapter provides background about the development of advocacy 

organizations in the United States.  The international evolution of Most Endangered lists 

is then observed from its beginnings as a tool that first began with the environmental 

movement but later branched out to historic sites and structures.  Through this 

background information, an understanding of the formation and function of both Most 

Endangered lists and the advocacy groups that use them is developed.    

The second chapter is a general analysis of statewide Most Endangered programs. 

This chapter investigates the current trends of Most Endangered lists as a collective 

whole.  The third chapter is a more thorough and focused analysis of five different 

statewide Most Endangered programs: Colorado; Mississippi; Nevada; New Jersey; and 

Washington. This analysis delves deeper into the subtle differences in format and 

operation that are present in these programs.  By looking closely at these organization‟s 

Most Endangered programs, it is possible to begin to see what makes certain programs 

more effective in their operations. 

The fourth chapter is a chronological report of Preservation Texas‟ Most 

Endangered Places program that informs about the program‟s development.  As one of 

the main programmatic offerings of Preservation Texas, the list is an integral part of the 

organization‟s operations.  Currently, the organization is in the process of examining this 

program in an attempt to strengthen its effectiveness as an advocacy tool.  By 

                                                 
2 Although the National Trust for Historic Preservation has published a how-to manual, it only gives 

suggestions on how to start and operate a Most Endangered program. The Trust does maintain records of 

the operations of their Partner organizations.  However, there is only limited analysis of this data and it is 

only provided to its Partner organizations. 
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understanding what forces shaped the program‟s development, it will be possible to begin 

an analysis of its operations with the intention of enhancing future efforts. 

The final chapter draws connections between Preservation Texas‟ Most 

Endangered program and the information that was gathered and analyzed in the previous 

chapters.  This analysis will assist Preservation Texas in its evaluation of its Most 

Endangered program‟s operations.  Though this chapter is focused on assisting one 

specific organization, the conclusions and recommendations that are made have broad 

applicability.  By understanding the developmental history, current trends and subtle 

differences of Most Endangered programs, both currently active and prospective lists will 

gain operational insight about how to best use this important and versatile tool.   
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Chapter 1: Background Information 

Advocacy groups and Most Endangered lists did not develop independently from 

one another; their formation and subsequent use has depended on a combined progression 

of thought and implementation.  By introducing these topics, the following two sections, 

“Advocacy in the United States” and “Endangered Lists as Advocacy Tools,” help to 

inform about the evolution and development of these lists as tools for the preservation 

advocacy organizations that use them. 

 

ADVOCACY IN THE UNITED STATES 

Advocacy is “the act of pleading for, supporting, or recommending.”3  

Contemporary, organized advocacy groups do just that and more: they undertake a 

mission to espouse on a set of principles so as to enact change in their community.  This 

idea that organized individuals can have a direct effect on the workings of their society is 

not new.  In the early years of the United States‟ history the French political writer Alexis 

de Tocqueville wrote: 

As soon as several of the inhabitants of the United States have taken up an 

opinion or a feeling which they wish to promote in the world, they look out for 

mutual assistance; and as soon as they have found one another out, they combine.  

From that moment longer they are no longer isolated men, but a power seen from 

afar, whose actions serve for an example and whose language is listened to.4 

These groups, whose common tie is the promotion of a set of specific ideas or actions, 

can be found throughout the globe advocating for a limitless number of causes.  While 

                                                 
3 “Advocacy,” Dictionary.com, accessed February 17, 2011, http://dictionary.reference. 

com/browse/Advocacy. 
4 Alexis de Tocqueville, “Book Two: Influence of Democracy on Progress of Opinion in the United 

States,” part 1, chapter 5, Democracy in America (New York, 1838), accessed February 10, 2011, 

http://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/t/tocqueville/ alexis/democracy/book2. html#book2.1. 

http://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/t/tocqueville/%20alexis/democracy/book2.%20html#book2.1
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not necessarily modeled on one another, each new advocacy organization‟s creation and 

operation increases the knowledge base of the practice and ultimately helps to support its 

endeavors. 

While political action plays a part in an advocacy group‟s operations, it is 

important to note that these groups are not political parties seeking to influence by 

governing.  Instead, an advocacy group is “any organization that seeks to influence 

government policy, but not to govern.”5  In addition to directly addressing and working 

with governmental bodies, advocacy groups petition the public for support and participate 

in judicial litigation when legal rights are being affected.   

A significant percentage of advocacy organizations are classified as 501(c)3 by 

the Internal Revenue Service.  This is a categorization that includes charities, trade 

unions and public arts organizations.6  This classification is used to by organizations to 

set up a charitable corporation. These types of corporations, instead of being created with 

the intention of making a profit, are intended to provide a public service to the 

community.7  

Advocacy organizations have been used by groups of passionate individuals to 

promote a wide assortment of causes and ideas; but it is only in the last 150 years that it 

has been used to promote the cause of historic resources.  This building and site-centric 

advocacy began in the mid-nineteenth century with the activities of groups such as the 

Mount Vernon Ladies‟ Association of the Union.  But it was not until the late nineteenth 

                                                 
5 L. Young and J. Everitt, Advocacy groups (Vancouver, BC: University of British Columbia Press, 2004). 
6 “Nonprofit Organization,” Wikipedia, accessed February 1, 2011, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonprofit 

_organization . 
7 “What is a 501(c)3?,” wiseGEEK.com, accessed March 7, 2011,  http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-

501c3.htm. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonprofit%20_organization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonprofit%20_organization
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-501c3.htm
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-501c3.htm
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and early twentieth centuries that comprehensive and large-scale historic preservation 

advocacy organizations would come into existence.8   

 

The National Trust for Historic Preservation 

"The National Trust for Historic Preservation provides leadership, education and 

advocacy to save America's diverse historic places and revitalize our communities."9 

-The National Trust for Historic Preservation 

The National Trust for Historic Preservation is the largest preservation advocacy 

organization in the United States.  It is partially because of the Trust‟s operations and 

endeavors that historic preservation is as widespread as it is today.  Nearly all of the 

smaller city and state preservation advocacy organizations depend on the Trust‟s 

assistance, both directly and indirectly, for their own success.  Because of the Trust‟s 

pervasive influence in the preservation community, it is important to understand its 

formation and current functions. 

Beginning with groups of passionate individuals rallying around a single property, 

historic preservation gained a broader influence in the United States after the 1900s.  This 

new interest in and understanding of the movement can be seen in the number of new 

programs and laws that were developed during this period: the Antiquities Act of 1906; 

the 1916 establishment of the National Park Service; and the 1933 Historic American 

Building Survey.   

In 1947 the first National Preservation Conference was held in Washington, D.C. 

Just two years later President Harry S. Truman approved Public Law 81-408, “an Act to 

provide for the preservation of historic American sites, buildings, objects and antiquities 

                                                 
8 For example: Preservation Virginia (1889), the Municipal Arts Society (1893), the Society for the 

Preservation of Maryland Antiquities (1931) and Preservation North Carolina (1939).   
9 “About the National Trust for Historic Preservation,” The National Trust for Historic Preservation, 

accessed February 2, 2011, http://www.preservationnation.org/about-us/. 
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of national significance…”10,11  This congressional charter provided the basis to create 

the first historic preservation entity that would be responsible for the promotion and 

implementation of historic preservation on a national level. 

Since its founding in 1949, the National Trust for Historic Preservation has been 

instrumental in shaping the way that this country looks at and safeguards its historic 

resources.  In addition to owning and managing twenty-nine national Historic Sites and 

publishing the bi-monthly Preservation magazine, the Trust “provides leadership, 

education advocacy, and resources to save America‟s diverse historic places and 

revitalize our communities.”12  The Trust‟s programs and offerings are overseen by 

specific departments within the organization: preservation; marketing; fundraising; legal 

assistance; finance; and a for-profit arm that provides credit and loans.13  These 

specialized branches act as technical sources of information for professionals and 

laypersons, programmatic support for organizations and communities in their 

preservation-related endeavors, and public relations bridges between preservation-minded 

individuals and those who may not be naturally so inclined.   

 

Statewide, City and Community Preservation Advocacy Organizations 

In order to divide such a vast territory into more manageable areas, the National 

Trust has divided its operating area into six regions: Western; Mountains/Plains; 

                                                 
10 “Milestones in the History of the National Trust for Historic Preservation,” The National Trust for 

Historic Preservation, accessed February 20, 2011, http://www.preservationnation.org/about-us/history. 

html. 
11 The National Trust for Historic Preservation, Statutory Charter of the National Trust for Historic 

Preservation in the United States, accessed January 19, 2011, http://www.preservationnation.org/about-

us/additional-resources/NTHP_Charter_1.pdf. 
12 “About Us,” The National Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed April 23, 2011, http://www. 

preservationnation.org/ about-us/. 
13 “Our Departments,” The National Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed January 25, 2011, 

http://www.preservation nation.org /about-us/programs/.  
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Southwest; Midwest; Southern and Northeast.14  Each region has an official Field Office 

located within its boundaries, and it is from these Offices that the surrounding area is 

serviced.  Additionally, governmental agencies such as State Historic Preservation 

Offices and County Historic Preservation Commissions, as well as other local or site-

specific preservation-centric organizations, provide support to the Trust and its Field 

Offices.   

While not every historic preservation organization is directly affiliated with the 

National Trust for Historic Preservation, over 100 nonprofit organizations make use of 

the Trust‟s support and resources by becoming official Statewide or Local Partners.15  

This association provides the Partner organizations with networking, programs and 

operations support, educational opportunities and access to an extensive repository of 

information such as the research, records and publications that have been gathered during 

the Trust‟s decades of preservation-related operations.16  Organizations that wish to be 

Partners must meet certain criteria.  These requirements include operating as a 501(c)3 

organization, the employment of at least one full-time staff member, and a primary 

mission that focuses on preservation.17 

A large percentage of the Trust‟s resources and publications are open and 

available to the general public.  Certain resources and supplemental information, though, 

are only made available to those who have chosen to be official Partners.18  This 

                                                 
14 “Regional and Field Offices,” The National Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed March 3, 2011, 

http://www.preservationnation.org/about-us/regional-offices/. 
15 “Partners,” The National Trust for Historic Preservation,” accessed February 10, 2011, 

http://www.preservationnation.org/about-us/partners/.  The Partners program is a dues paying membership. 
16 “Statewide & Local Partners Program: Program Description,” The National Trust for Historic 

Preservation, accessed March 10, 2011, http://www.preservationnation.org/about-us/partners/statewide-

local-partners/Partners-Program-Summary.pdf. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Krista Schreiner Gebbia (Executive Director of Preservation Texas), interview by Jessica A. Ugarte, 

March 7, 2011. 
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limitation does not mean that a non-Partner organization is unable to accomplish their 

goals and further their mission.  For example, Preserve South Dakota is the only 

statewide preservation advocacy organization in that state.19  This organization runs a 

multitude of programs that further its objectives: a revolving loan fund; an easement 

program; an annual Preservation Advocacy Day; and a wide variety of technical 

assistance. 20  All of this programming is accomplished without their being an official 

Statewide Partner.   

Local preservation organizations, especially the ones that are focused on the state 

as a whole, are vitally important to the success of the historic preservation movement.  

Though the National Trust is the biggest preservation advocacy organization and has the 

most resources available to it, it is not able to deal with the various minutia and 

circumstances of such a vast area.  The work and involvement of smaller, local 

organizations, both Partner and not, provides individualized support and resources to 

historic sites that would not otherwise be addressed.   

 

ENDANGERED LISTS AS ADVOCACY TOOLS 

Endangered lists are used by advocacy groups to accomplish their objectives or 

meet certain goals.  These lists are tools that are employed to call attention to a threatened 

resource, educate the public about the importance of the resource and provide way to 

engage and inform people about the resource‟s status or progress.  Endangered lists all 

share this similar format, but they vary in the type of resource that is listed, the listing 

format, selections procedure, and method of publicity.  Knowing about the development 

                                                 
19 Preserve South Dakota, March 9, 2011, http://preservesd.org/. 
20 “Programs,” Preserve North Dakota, accessed March 19, 2011, http://preservesd.org/?page_id=56. 
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of these lists and their history of use is necessary for understanding why they are so 

prevalent today.     

 

Early Endangered Lists 

Despite human-kind‟s consistent history of expansive development and rapid 

consumption, it is really only in the last 100 years that we have even been able to 

perceive (and be concerned about) the permanent, man-made changes to our surrounding 

environment.  In the eighteenth century the naturalist Carl Linnaeus could “hardly 

entertain” the idea that humans could cause the extinction of a species.21  The thought 

that humans could permanently alter their natural surroundings in a negative way was not 

accepted or understood, having been seen as a direct challenge to the omnipotence of 

God.  In fact, prior to 1880 the word “extinction” was used only to describe fires or 

figurative concepts such as debt.22 

In the United States and abroad, a need for growth and progress resulted in the 

large-scale disappearances of animals such as buffalo, whooping cranes and passenger 

pigeons.  These losses were noticed in the early 1900s by scientists and experts who 

warned in articles and publications of the threat, and new concept, of species extinction.  

Still, it was not until highly publicized events such as the 1954 fallout from hydrogen 

bomb tests, the publication of environmental books like 1962‟s Silent Spring, and the 

concurrent increase in the understanding about threats to the environment and humanity, 

that this concept would begin to concern the public.   

                                                 
21 Lisbet Koerner, God’s Endless Larder: Linnaeus: Nature and Nation (Cambridge: Harvard University 

Press, 1999), 85.  
22 Online Etymology Dictionary, accessed February 3, 2011, http://www.etymonline.com/index.php. 
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The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) was founded in 1948 

as the world‟s first global environmental organization.23  In 1963 the IUCN created one 

of the first examples of an endangered list called the Red List of Threatened Species.24  

This Endangered List for at-risk animal and plant species was charged with “highlighting 

those threatened with extinction and promoting their conservation.”25   

Today, the Red List is still an active part of the IUCN‟s operations.  Its primary 

objective is to scientifically assess the risk of extinction to the species and sub-species of 

the world.  But perhaps more importantly, the Red List is a strong publicity tool that 

helps to convey a sense of urgency to the problem of species extinction.   

A publically available, thirty-five page guide informs about how the Red List is 

created.  Four criteria clearly outline the guide‟s intentions: 

 to provide a system that can be applied consistently by different people; 

 to improve objectivity by providing users with clear guidance on how to 

evaluate different factors which affect the risk of extinction; 

 to provide a system which will facilitate comparisons across widely 

different taxa;  

 to give people using threatened species lists a better understanding of how 

individual species were classified.26 

While this manual provides guidance to those professionals who are responsible for the 

list, it also informs the public about the process that is used to create the list.   

                                                 
23 “About IUCN,” IUCN, accessed February 3, 2011, http://www.iucn.org/about/. 
24 “About the IUCN Red List,” IUCN, accessed February 3, 2011, http://www.iucn.org/about/work/ 

programmes/species/red_list/ about_the_red_list/. 
25 Ibid. 
26 “Redlist Categories and Criteria,” IUCN, accessed March 1, 2011, http://www.iucnredlist.org/ 

documents/redlist_cats_crit_en.pdf. 
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The species are separated into nine groups through the use of the Criteria guide: 

extinct, extinct in the wild, critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable, near 

threatened, least concern, data deficient and not evaluated.27  Over the years of its 

operation this classification system has gone through changes, most recently in 2001.28  

The aim of the IUCN is to re-evaluate each category of species- mammal, birds, reptiles, 

amphibians, fishes, insects, mollusks and plants- every five to ten years. 

In 1967 the United States followed the IUCN‟s lead and introduced a list of 

endangered species in conjunction with its 1966 Endangered Species Preservation Act.29  

This organized and highly publicized list was created to be an alarm about the imminent 

threat of biological loss in the United States- losses that would be devastating in their 

permanence and scope.  Operated by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, the list is also 

responsible for directly addressing the issues faced by the species that it lists.  This is 

accomplished through programs such as habitat conservation, grants to qualified projects 

and professional technical consultations with interested parties.30  

As times and circumstances change, these lists are continuously evolving to 

encompass a wider variety of threatened resources.  Prior to the introduction of the 

internet, Most Endangered lists were limited in their ability to promote and spread their 

message.  This had the result of restricting these programs to established organizations 

with the membership base and resources to support it.  Today, the use of internet-based 

promotion has revolutionized not just Most Endangered lists, but advocacy in a broader 

                                                 
27 “Redlist Categories and Criteria.” 
28 “IUCN Red List,” Wikipedia, accessed April 1, 2011, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IUCN_Red_List.  
29 “Endangered Species Act,” Wikipedia, accessed February 3, 2011, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 

Endangered_Species_Act. 
30 “Overview,” U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service: Endangered Species Program, accessed April 1, 2011, 

http://www.fws.gov/endangered/about/ index.html. 
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sense.  Now nearly any organization or individual can create a webpage or blog that uses 

the format of a Most Endangered list.   

 

Endangered Lists of Historic Built Resources  

While the early examples of endangered lists were based on living things, other 

lists that called attention to different resources would follow.  One of the earliest of these 

types of lists is the National Trust for Historic Preservation‟s 11 Most Endangered 

Historic Places program.  This program provided the framework for Most Endangered 

historic resource lists both nationally and abroad. 

 

America’s Eleven Most Endangered Historic Places 

“America’s historic treasures are a non-renewable resource. Once they are gone they 

are gone for good. This list is a wake-up call to all Americans. Saving these places is not 

someone else’s job. Ensuring that our past stays alive is the best gift we could give to 

Americans of the new millennium.” 31 

-Richard Moe 

In 1988 the National Trust for Historic Preservation introduced a new program to 

the American public.32  America‟s 11 Most Endangered Historic Places was created to 

further the Trust‟s mission of focusing attention on the plight of at-risk resources.  The 

National Trust calls the list “one of our most effective tools in the fight to save America‟s 

irreplaceable architectural, cultural and natural heritage.”33  Even today, twenty-three 

years after its debut, the list continues to be an important and highly publicized part of the 

Trust‟s operations.  By using the Most Endangered list, the Trust is able to educate the 

                                                 
31 Mary Humstone, Threatened Treasures: Creating Lists of Endangered Historic Places (Washington, 

DC: National Trust for Historic Preservation, 2001), 1. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
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public about sites and properties that are threatened by scarce monetary resources, 

neglect, insensitive public policy decisions and development pressures (Fig. 1). 

In the early Fall of each year the Trust solicits the public for nominations of 

endangered historic resources that could positively benefit from being on the 11 Most 

Endangered Historic Places list.  These nominations range widely in form: single 

buildings; engineered structures; districts; landscapes; or thematics.34  Any historic 

resource that is an important part of the culture and history of the area‟s peoples is 

eligible provided it meets certain conditions.  

Figure 1: Type of threats faced.  Data compiled and graphed by author. 

                                                 
34 “Thematics” refers to a type of listing that is of a specific type of resource, but is not limited to a single 

one.  Typically the multiple resources are spread over a large geographic area. 
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11 Most Endangered Places 
Current Status of Listed Properties 

Saved (47)

Lost (7)

Favorable (60)

Endangered (108)

Properties are chosen based on the following criteria: significance of the 

nominated site or property; urgency of the threat faced by the nominee; and the likelihood 

that the threat posed can be helped through the nominee‟s listing.35  Each nominator 

submits a completed application form that is supported by background information and 

visual media.  In addition to letters of support from local preservation professionals, the 

nominated property must also have the backing of the area‟s National Trust Regional 

Office in order for it to be considered.36   

                                                 
35  “About the 11 Most Endangered Program,” The National Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed April 

19, 2011, http://www.preservationnation.org/issues/11-most-endangered/about.html. 
36 “2011 America‟s 11 Most Endangered Historic Places Nomination Guidelines,” The National Trust for 

Historic Preservation, accessed January 15, 2011, http://www.preservationnation.org/issues/11-most-

endangered/11Most-guidelines.html. 

 Figure 2: Status of Trust-nominated properties as of March 2011. 

Data compiled and graphed by author. 
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There are many direct advantages of being listed on the National Trust‟s 11 Most 

Endangered Places:  a nationally publicized media announcement event that introduces 

the properties to a nationwide audience; inclusion of the site in a feature story in 

Preservation Magazine; and dedicated technical and operational support.  Other 

peripheral benefits include the introduction of potential investors to the at-risk resources 

and the mobilization of community groups and individuals around a previously 

underappreciated or unknown property.   

As of the 2010 list‟s publication, the Trust‟s Most Endangered Historic Places 

program has identified 222 threatened sites that are of National importance (Fig. 2).  Of 

these properties from the previous twenty-three years, only seven sites have been 

declared as “Lost” and forty-seven are considered “Saved.”37  The remaining properties 

that are in various stages of progress are either listed as “Endangered” or “Favorable.”38  

As an example to the historic preservation advocacy organizations that would follow in 

their footsteps, the Trust‟s statistics would seem to indicate that other such programs 

would flourish and bring about real results for local historic resources.    

 

International Endangered Historic Resource Lists 

Perhaps in response to the Trust‟s list, two international organizations have also 

developed historic resource-based Endangered Lists.  These lists publicize cultural 

resources that are threatened by issues such as war, natural disasters, neglect and 

development.  During the time they have been in operation, these lists have helped their 

                                                 
37 Status of listed resources compiled by author using the National Trust for Historic Preservation website, 

accessed January 20, 2011, http://www.preservationnation.org/issues/11-most-endangered/. 
38 “About the 11 Most Endangered Program,” The National Trust for Historic Preservation, January 20, 

2011, http://www. preservationnation.org/issues/11-most-endangered/about.html. 
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organization‟s to make great strides in saving and protecting at-risk cultural sites through 

awareness and stewardship.   

The biennial World Monuments Fund‟s (WMF) “Watch List” was begun in 

1996.39  The Watch List only accepts nominations from individuals and agencies that are 

associated with the site to be listed.  These nominations are then evaluated for listing 

based on the following criteria: 

 Significance: Is the site important in terms of its historic/artistic, 

social/civic, spiritual/religious, research, natural, economic, and/or 

symbolic/identity value? 

 Urgency: Does the site face imminent challenges and/or opportunities that 

warrant timely intervention? 

 Viability: Can the challenges and/or opportunities be met through a 

feasible plan of action? 

 Relevance: Are the issues at the site informative to the heritage field at 

large?40 

While the watch list does not confer any designation onto the listed property, it is used to 

“focus attention on issues and ideas emerging from a wide range of sites and heritage 

challenges and opportunities.”41  Additionally, being listed on the Watch List increases 

the likelihood that the resource will be considered for financial assistance through the 

WMF‟s grants programs. 

                                                 
39 “The Watch,” World Monuments Fund, accessed February 1, 2011, http://www.wmf.org/watch. 
40 “2012 World Monuments Watch Guidelines,” World Monuments Fund, accessed April 2, 2011, 

http://www.wmf.org/downloads /2012-Watch-Guidelines.pdf. 
41 Ibid. 
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Another historic resource list is managed by the International Council on 

Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS).42  The “Heritage at Risk” program, begun in 1999, is a 

series of biennial reports that “identify threatened heritage places, monuments and sites, 

present typical case studies and trends, and share suggestions for solving individual or 

global threats to our cultural heritage.”43  While its report-style format is different from 

other Most Endangered Lists, its functions and expected outcomes are similar to the Trust 

and WWF‟s lists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
42 “Heritage at Risk,” ICOMOS, accessed February 1, 2011, http://www.international.icomos.org/ 

risk/index.html. 
43 Ibid. 
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Chapter 2: Statewide Most Endangered Programs 

Most Endangered programs do not exist in a vacuum; their form and functions 

have been influenced by decades of thought and action by others attempting to 

accomplish similar goals.  It is relatively easy for a local organization to decide to create 

a Most Endangered list by emulating the actions of the Trust or another successful 

advocacy organization.  But without investigating these programs as a whole and 

understanding their history and current operations it is difficult to decide what parts of the 

program will be most effective for a particular situation. 

 

CURRENT TRENDS 

Following in the National Trust‟s lead, three statewide preservation organizations 

began Most Endangered lists in 1992: Preservation Alliance of Minnesota; Preservation 

Pennsylvania; and the Washington Trust for Historic Preservation.44  Nearly every year 

since those inaugural lists, the number of Most Endangered programs has increased as 

more organizations see the possibilities and benefits of calling attention to their state‟s 

threatened resources (Fig. 3). 

This prevalence indicates that these lists are perceived by the organizations that 

use them as effective and valuable programs.  Today there are forty-two statewide 

preservation advocacy organizations that operate some sort of official Most Endangered 

program.45  The organizations‟ goals for these lists range widely: from “raising 

awareness” to “encouraging citizens and organizations to continue to advocate for their  

                                                 
44 Data compiled by author from the organization‟s websites. 
45 The number of statewide Most Endangered programs compiled by author. 
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protection and preservation” to “committing ourselves to saving it.”46  For example, 

Preservation Oklahoma hopes that their list will “motivate individuals and communities 

across the state to look at their own resources, whether unique or ubiquitous, and consider 

what there is to gain from preserving our historic sites.”47 

 

 

Figure 3: Number of new statewide Most Endangered programs by year.  Data compiled 

and graphed by author. 

The statewide organizations all follow the basic form and format of the Trust‟s 

Most Endangered list.  Each organization solicits nominations from the public and then 

considers each submission‟s merits based on a pre-determined set of criteria.  This 

deliberation results in final selections that are formally announced to the public and 

                                                 
46 “Most Endangered Places,” Historic Preservation Alliance of Arkansas, accessed April 2, 2011, 

http://www.preservearkansas.org/index.php?page=most-endangered-places.  Preservation Virginia, 

Preservation Virginia Announces 2010 Most Endangered Historic Sites List, Press Release from May 17, 

2010, accessed April 2, 2011, http://www.apva.org/pressroom/press_release.php? pr_id=175. “10 Most 

Endangered,” Indiana Landmarks, accessed February 20, 2011, http://www.historiclandmarks 

.org/NewsPhotos/10most/ Pages/default.aspx. 
47 “2010 Endangered Places,” Preserve Oklahoma, accessed April 2, 2011, http://www.preservationok.org/ 

2010_Endangered_ Places.html. 
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media.  This progression of operational steps appears to be universally used for statewide 

Most Endangered lists.  However, slight variations in the program‟s specific operation 

and implementation are also found. 

 

 

Three-fourths of the statewide Most Endangered lists are assembled and 

announced yearly.48  This is the format that the Trust‟s list follows, and this is likely why 

so many of the statewide lists are organized in this way.  The two other formats for Most 

Endangered lists are the ongoing list-where the at-risk properties remain on a running list 

until the threat has been removed- and the less common biennial list (Fig. 4). 

The names of statewide Most Endangered lists vary widely (Fig. 5).  The most 

popular trend is to use high-impact and evocative words such as “endangered” or 

“threatened.”49  Of the forty-two statewide Most Endangered lists, thirty-four 

organizations utilize this type of forceful wording in the list‟s name.  In using such strong 

language, the plight of these resources is not left ambiguous or understated.   

                                                 
48 Data compiled by author from the organization‟s websites and publications. 
49 Ibid. 

Frequency of List Announcement 

Annual 75.5%

Ongoing 19.5%

Biennial 5%

Figure 4: List announcement frequency.  Data compiled and 

graphed by author. 
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Other organizations choose to use milder and less inflammatory words in the 

names of their lists.  Examples include Nebraska‟s “Fading Places” and Rhode Island‟s 

“Preservation Watch.”  Yet another option in list naming is to highlight the positive 

impacts instead of its negative aspects.  Organizations such as the Connecticut Trust for 

Historic Preservation‟s “Great Preservation Opportunities” and the Utah Heritage 

Foundation‟s “Saving Places” use this technique. 

A thread on the National Trust‟s Forum-L message board was recently created by 

the Executive Director of the Alabama Trust for Historic Preservation.  The Executive 

Director wrote about how they are currently investigating changing their list‟s current 

name, “Places in Peril,” to something with a more positive association.  Two factors are 

providing the impetus for this change.  One is the “push back from excellent candidates 

who…don‟t want what they consider bad publicity.”  Another is that the organization is 

connected to the State Historic Preservation Office.  This governmental body requires 

that owner consent is granted prior to listing.  This required permission can become 

difficult to obtain if the act of being listed is perceived to have negative connotations.50 

The responses from other organizations on this subject indicated that these are 

common concerns for organizations that use Most Endangered lists.51  Will a less alarmist 

name still capture the media‟s attention?  Is a possible loss in media interest worthwhile 

if the program is more successful at reaching a wider audience with more diverse 

resources?  These questions are difficult to answer, but can have a direct impact on the 

implementation and success of the Most Endangered program. 

                                                 
50 David Schneider, Forum-L email post on March 9, 2011.  
51 Responses to the Forum-L email post by David Schneider‟s email. 
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Following the Trust‟s format, many statewide preservation advocacy 

organizations have a set number of sites that they list each year.  Ten is the most common 

number, perhaps because of its even, familiar nature.  Other set numbers are also 

observed, though not often.  Occasionally these numbers will be used to create catchy 

names such as Tennessee Preservation Trust‟s “Ten in Tennessee” or the Arkansas 

Historic Preservation Program‟s “Nine In Need.”  

Overall, the number resources that are listed ranges widely from three to thirteen 

(Fig. 6).52  Many organizations do not stipulate a set number to be listed on each list.  

Rather, the number of listed resources is allowed to fluctuate depending on the number of 

nominations submitted or the particular resources of the organization in that specific year.    

 

                                                 
52 Preservation North Dakota lists three properties each year and the Missouri Alliance for Historic 

Preservation listed thirteen in 2010.  Data compiled by author.  

Figure 5: Names of the statewide Most Endangered lists.  Data compiled by author. 
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Online Presence 

Preservation organizations make use of the ease and accessibility of online tools 

to help in their advocacy missions.  Nearly every preservation organization with a Most 

Endangered list maintains a webpage that is dedicated to the current year‟s list.  These 

basic, online pages describe the history of the list, outline the organization‟s reasons for 

the list and its intended results, and display the current year‟s endangered properties with 

background information and images.53    

A large percentage of these web pages provide additional information to the 

public in the form of downloadable PDF brochures, posters and press releases.  As 

another portion of their online content, organizations may retain multiple years‟ 

information in an archival-type format.  These can be in the form of static past 

documents, such as yearly brochures or publications, or as online content that is 

                                                 
53 Data compiled by author from the organization‟s websites.. 
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expandable, editable and able to link to additional information about the historic 

resources. 

  

Many organizations use their online presence to help promote and streamline the 

nomination submission process.  By making the current year‟s nomination documents 

easily accessible, it is easier to get the forms to a wider range of the state‟s population 

that might normally be possible through traditional, hard-copy means.  For Most 

Endangered programs, the more nominations that are received allow the program to be 

more effective in its capacity. 

Figure 7: Online presence of Most Endangered Programs. Data obtained 

and map generated by author. 
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IN SUMMARY:  

Most, if not all, of the statewide preservation advocacy organizations that operate 

Most Endangered lists rely on the Trust‟s program as a template.  In addition to providing 

a model for anyone to observe and follow, the Trust provides start-up and programmatic 

assistance for the Most Endangered lists that its Partner organizations establish.  This 

assistance has likely been responsible for the proliferation of Most Endangered lists. 

But while the Trust‟s Most Endangered program is established and well known, 

much of its success is directly related to the organization‟s specific goals, substantial size 

and significant operational resources.  Smaller organizations must realize that there are 

limitations that their programs will be confronted with; issues that the Trust is ill 

equipped to understand or address.  To address these complications, statewide 

organizations must consider their unique situations and develop solutions for enhanced 

operations. 
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Chapter 3: Analysis of Five Statewide Most Endangered Lists 

By looking at statewide Most Endangered programs as a comprehensive whole, it 

was possible to begin a general analysis of their form and function.  This broad overview 

helped to inform on the program’s basic operations and it directed further study, but it 

was insufficient for understanding the subtle differences between the separate 

organizations’ Most Endangered programs.  Preservation advocacy organizations have 

much to gain by informing themselves about the actions of others who are trying to 

accomplish similar goals and objectives.  But in order to identify and analyze some of the 

effective programmatic aspects of these Most Endangered programs, a closer 

examination is required.   

 After considering the information that was gathered about the forty-two statewide 

organizations that operate Most Endangered lists, four criteria were developed in order to 

narrow the list to those that would provide the greatest amount of diverse information. 

These criteria were: 

 Accessibility of past data, including prior year‟s lists and updates. 

 Varied program format and methods. 

 Varied organizational operations of the group. 

 Willingness of the staff to be interviewed about the Program‟s operations. 

Using these guidelines, five statewide organizations were selected for a more in-

depth investigation.  Examining these five organizations is in no way an attempt to report 

on every programmatic variation of Most Endangered programs.  Analyzing them does, 

however, inform on a wide range of the techniques that are commonly found.  The 

following investigation of these five programs will provide the foundation for an analysis 

of Most Endangered programs.  This analysis is specifically targeted to Preservation 
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Texas‟ needs, but it is broadly applicable to preservation advocacy organizations as a 

whole. 

 

ABOUT THE SELECTED STATEWIDE ORGANIZATIONS  

“The Mission of Colorado Preservation, Inc. 

is to promote historic preservation in our 

State by providing information, education, 

training, expertise, and advocacy.”54  

The Denver-based organization was created in 1984 when forty-three Colorado 

citizens created a historic preservation advocacy group called Preservation Action 

Colorado.  One year later the name that it holds today, Colorado Preservation, Inc. (CPI), 

was introduced and the organization secured its 501(c)3 non-profit status.55  In addition to 

their mission statement, the slogan “Building A Future with Historic Places” features 

prominently on their website and on some physical publications.   

CPI is a Statewide Partner with the National Trust for Historic Preservation.  An 

Executive Committee and a ten-member Board of Directors provides support and 

guidance to the organization‟s operations.56 At nine full-time employees, CPI has a large 

staff relative to other statewide, nonprofit preservation advocacy organizations.  In 

addition to an Executive Director and Office Manager, positions such as Communications 

& Outreach Coordinator, HistoriCorps Manager, and Survey Director indicate that the 

different programs that are administered within the organization have access to dedicated 

staff members.  Other programs of the organization include an annual “Saving Places” 

                                                 
54 “About Us: History,” Colorado Preservation, Inc., accessed February 20, 2011, http://www.colorado 

preservation.org/about.html. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid. 
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conference that attracts over 1,200 participants and ownership by CPI of high-priority at-

risk resources in order to ensure protection.     

 

“The Mississippi Heritage Trust is a statewide non-profit organization 

dedicated to the preservation of the prehistoric and historic cultural 

resources of Mississippi.”57 
 

The Mississippi Heritage Trust (MHT) was established in 1992 to “serve as a 

unified voice for preservation in the state.”58  MHT hosts an annual Historic Preservation 

Conference and Mississippi Heritage Awards, in addition to a variety of other programs 

and events for their 700+ members.  As part of its mission, the MHT also undertakes 

projects such as legislative lobbying for a Preservation Tax Credit (which passed in 

2006), creation of a historic preservation curriculum for school children, and design 

guidelines for several historic districts.   

MHT is a Statewide Partner of the National Trust for Historic Preservation.  In 

addition, they maintain a relationship with other related organizations such as the 

Mississippi Department of Archives and History and the Mississippi Main Street 

Association.  A thirty-four member Board of Trustees employs one staff member, the 

Executive Director, to carry out the all of the organization‟s operations.   

 

 

 

 

                                                 
57 “About Us: History of MHT,” Mississippi Heritage Trust, accessed February 20, 2011, http://www. 

mississippiheritage.com/about.html#history. 
58 Ibid. 
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 “Preservation New Jersey advocates for and promotes historic 

preservation as a sustainable strategy to protect and enhance the vitality 

and heritage of New Jersey’s richly diverse communities.”59 

  

Founded in 1978, Preservation New Jersey (PNJ) is located in Trenton, New 

Jersey, and is a Statewide Partner with the National Trust for Historic Preservation.  A 

seventeen member Board of Directors oversees two staff members- the Programs 

Director and Office & Programs Assistant.60  PNJ runs multiple programs to further their 

goals and mission: the Heritage Partnership of New Jersey is an effort to facilitate 

dialogue about preservation issues and concerns between state and local agencies and the 

Commission Assistance and Mentoring Program is an annual, one-day training session 

geared towards helping local preservation commissions in their operations.   

PNJ also runs an easement program, trading tax deductions for a perpetual legal 

agreement favoring the site or structure’s continued value as a historic resource.61    

Additionally, the PNJ maintains the Building Industry Network, a members group that is 

aimed at connecting preservation professionals from a wide variety of businesses and 

backgrounds in order to promote the exchange of information and business 

opportunities.62 

 

 

                                                 
59 “About Us,” Preservation New Jersey, accessed February 20, 2011, http://www.preservationnj.org/site/ 

ExpEng/index.php?/PNJSite/about_us. 
60 “Our Board of Directors,” Preservation New Jersey, accessed February 20, 2011, http://www.preserv 

ationnj.org/site/ExpEng/index. php?/PNJSite/our_board_of_directors. 
61 “PNJ Easement,” Preservation New Jersey, accessed February 20, 2011, http://www.preservationnj. 

org/site/ExpEng/index.php?/PNJSite/pnj_easement. 
62 “Building Industry Network Overview,” Preservation New Jersey, accessed February 20, 2011, 

http://www.preservationnj.org/site/ExpEng/index.php?/PNJSite/bin. 
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“Preserve Nevada is a statewide nonprofit organization dedicated to 

the preservation of Nevada's cultural, historical, and archeological 

heritage.”63  
  

In the early 2000s the National Trust for Historic Preservation was involved in a 

systematic push to organize states that did not currently have strong, centralized 

preservation advocacy organizations.64  Prior to the formation of Preserve Nevada (PN), 

the state- fifth largest in the nation with a vast network of remote settlements and cities- 

was without any organized preservation advocacy organization.  In conjunction with this 

organizational push by the National Trust, a statewide preservation symposium was 

gathered in 2001 to discuss the creation of a statewide nonprofit preservation advocacy 

organization.65   

PN‟s organizational structure is unique among other statewide organizations.  The 

idea developed during the 2001 gathering was to have a nonprofit preservation advocacy 

organization that was governed by a statewide Board of Directors, but that was housed in 

a university and managed by the students.66  Through a $35,000 challenge grant from the 

Trust and additional funding and assistance from other sources, Preserve Nevada was 

created to address the special needs and concerns of Nevada‟s historic resources.67   

PN‟s daily operations are closely tied to the University of Nevada, Las Vegas‟ 

Public History Graduate Program.  The Executive Director of Preserve Nevada is the 

Public History Program Director, Andrew Kirk.  It was Mr. Kirk who was instrumental in 

developing Preserve Nevada‟s unique organizational system back in 2001.68  The 

                                                 
63 Preserve Nevada, accessed February 20, 2011, http://preservenevada.unlv.edu/. 
64 Andrew Kirk (Director of Preserve Nevada), interview by Jessica A. Ugarte, February 23, 2011. 
65 Andrew Kirk interview. 
66 Ibid. 
67 “About Us,” Preserve Nevada website, accessed February 21, 2011, http://preservenevada.unlv.edu/ 

about_ us.html. 
68 Andrew Kirk interview. 
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Executive Director appointment, however, is primarily advisory within the operation‟s 

framework.  Mr. Kirk is a part of the fourteen-member Board of Directors, a group that is 

composed of a wide variety of preservation-minded individuals from all around the state.  

The Ph.D. students run PN‟s daily operations and programs.69  The current 

Deputy Director, Jordan Watkins, is the fourth UNLV student to hold the position since 

the program‟s inception.70  The Deputy Director is, in reality, the individual who is 

responsible for much of the organization‟s programs and mission.  Support is only given 

by the Executive Director as needed.  Through work study and internships, the students at 

UNLV control all aspects of the organization‟s mission, fulfilling and promoting the 

organization‟s historic preservation goals.  

 

“The Washington Trust helps make local preservation work.  We 

build an ethic that preserves Washington’s historic places through 

advocacy, education, collaboration, and stewardship.”71 

The Washington Trust for Historic Preservation (WTHP) was established in 1976 

and is a Statewide Partner with the National Trust for Historic Preservation.72  The staff 

at the WTHP includes six full-time positions and three special projects staff members.73  

In addition to the staff, a twenty-one member Board of Directors governs the 

organization‟s operations.74 

                                                 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid. 
71 “About,” Washington Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed February 24, 2011, http://preservewa. 

org/About.aspx. 
72 Ibid. 
73 “Staff,” Washington Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed February 24, 2011, http://preservewa. 

org/Staff.aspx. 
74 “Board,” Washington Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed February 24, 2011, http://preservewa. 

org/Board-Info.aspx. 
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Committees are an important aspect of the WTHP‟s operations.  These groups are 

composed of members from the Board of Directors as well as other preservation 

professionals and interested individuals from throughout the state.  These committees 

investigate and address issues such as education, finance, public policy & advocacy and 

preservation for the WTHP and the communities it serves.75 

The WTHP is a members-based program that offers programs such as a yearly 

preservation conference, a preservation awards ceremony and tours of its historic offices 

for its members.  A quarterly newsletter, the Trust News, and advance notice of events 

and programs are another benefit of membership in the organization.76  In addition, the 

WTHP administers grant programs, a Historic Courthouse Program, the Heritage Barn 

Initiative and the State‟s Main Street Program. 

 

COMPARING AND CONTRASTING THE FIVE MOST ENDANGERED PROGRAMS 

By analyzing the Most Endangered programs of these five organizations, it is 

possible to detect and understand the typologies and techniques that are indicative of a 

program‟s effectiveness.  Each of these five programs uses the Trust‟s Most Endangered 

program as a guide.  However, the small differences in their operations result in more 

variety between the programs than might have been expected.  Twelve main aspects of 

the program‟s operations were investigated.  This analysis resulted in the formation of 

opinions about which features of the programs are most important and effective.  It is 

                                                 
75 “Committee Info,” Washington Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed February 24, 2011, 

http://preservewa.org/Committee-Info.aspx. 
76 “Become A Member,” Washington Trust for Historic Preservation website, accessed February 24, 2011, 

https://secure2.convio.net/nthp/site /Donation2?idb=1826850359&df_id=1600&1600.donation=form1. 
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these determinations that will then be used to analyze the operations of Preservation 

Texas‟ program.  

 

Staff Responsible for Program 

Adequate staffing is an essential part of a successful Most Endangered program.   

As is the case for many different types of advocacy organizations, adequate staffing for 

basic operations and programs is a constant struggle for the five organizations.  Even in 

the examples that have more than one employee, the issue of a lack of time spent on the 

Most Endangered Program is a constant problem.  A program like a Most Endangered 

List requires many hours of work on a fairly consistent basis.  In addition to the selection 

process and announcement programming, there is year-round assistance and follow-up 

needed in order for the program‟s goals to be met successfully. 

Of the five organizations that were contacted only one, Colorado Preservation, 

Inc., has a full-time staff member who is wholly dedicated to the Most Endangered 

program.  When interviewed, the Endangered Places Program Manager expressed 

excitement that a part-time employee had just been hired to assist in the operations of the 

program.77  Considering the wide variety of support that is offered through its Most 

Endangered program, CPI perceives having only one dedicated staff member as 

inadequate for a Most endangered program‟s operations..78 

Both Preservation New Jersey and the Washington Trust for Historic Preservation 

have a staff member who is in charge of specific parts of the organization‟s operations.79  

                                                 
77 Patrick Eidman (Colorado Preservation, Inc. Endangered Places Program Manager), Interview by Jessica 

A. Ugarte, February 23, 2011. 
78 Ibid. 
79 In New Jersey the individual is called the Program Director and in Washington, Field Director. 
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While these staff member‟s responsibilities are somewhat limited in scope, they are still 

responsible for the operation of multiple different parts of the organization.  For these 

individuals the Most Endangered program only accounts for a fraction of their daily 

responsibilities.  The necessary, but unfortunate, result of this is that the time that is 

dedicated to the Most Endangered program is somewhat limited.   

The student Deputy Director at Preserve Nevada is responsible for the operation 

of the Most Endangered program.  This position of leadership involves great time and 

responsibility for the student, as he is responsible for all of the day-to-day operations of 

the organization.80  In addition to having a this student leader, the organization‟s direct 

ties with the UNLV Graduate Program helps to ensure that there is a body of additional 

helpers available in the form of other students.  So, while other organizations may utilize 

volunteers or short-term hires in order to accomplish specific goals, PN is the only 

program that has a built-in and relatively stable volunteer system. 

At the Mississippi Heritage Trust the Executive Director is the sole employee.  

This one staff member oversees all of the daily operations and activities of MHT, with 

assistance from volunteers and Board Members.  This single-staff member situation is not 

uncommon for preservation advocacy organizations; despite the difficulty that a single 

individual would likely have running an organization whose purview is an entire state.      

Both current and previously listed properties require the time and availability of 

staff to perform outreach and make the connections that can help to save the property.  

So, while small staffs do what they can, they all expressed the desire for more time to 

devote to the Most Endangered program.  Unfortunately, this is only something thing that 

                                                 
80 Andrew Kirk interview. 
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is possible with more people participating in the program both professional and in a 

volunteer capacity. 

 

Assistance Given & the Benefits of Being Listed 

Having a property listed on a Most Endangered list comes with many types of 

benefits to the named resource and its owners or stewards.  It is the responsibility of the 

organization to decide what type of assistance they are willing and able to provide to each 

listed resource.  Much of the time these benefits are measurable assistance to the at-risk 

resource: financial support; volunteer hours; and technical assistance.  But also common 

are the intangible, more elusive benefits: those that are based on public perceptions and 

the perceived worth of the resource.   

The interviewed staff had very strong opinions about how their Most Endangered 

programs were important tools that could bring awareness to those who may not 

understand the importance of the resource that they own.  Mr. Eidman of CPI stated, 

“Sometimes it is just about slapping hands to let people know that things aren‟t going all 

right.”81  Mr. Moore of the WTHP told of a Washington school that had applied for a 

demolition permit for their historic structure, much to the alarm of the surrounding 

community.82  After the property was listed, the overwhelmingly negative public 

response to the building‟s impending destruction prompted the owners to re-analyze their 

demolition plans.  This resulted in the property owners working to save the school 

structure for the community that cared about it.  

                                                 
81 Patrick Eidman interview. 
82 Chris Moore (Washington Trust for Historic Preservation Field Director), interviewed by Jessica A. 

Ugarte, February 16, 2011.  
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Through the galvanization of media interest brought on by the program, a listed 

property‟s problems and needs are exposed to a wider public audience.  This increased 

awareness has the possibility of introducing a poorly-known site to more sympathetic and 

interested individuals. These new, previously unknown allies could be able to offer 

financial or operational support that would not otherwise have been accessible.   

It is this media attention and an increase in public awareness that the MHT 

considers the primary benefits of being listed.83  Not only does their organization take 

care of all of the arrangements for the grand announcement event and traveling exhibit, 

but they also provide a free, forty-page booklet containing information about the 

currently listed properties with updates on past list‟s resources.  So while the Executive 

Director may not be able to make site visits and personally oversee the restoration of each 

listed resource, the traveling exhibit will make its way to Mississippi‟s towns and cities 

and promote the program and its cause. 

Being listed in New Jersey comes with a one-day, dedicated workshop for each of 

the sites.84  In addition to the PNJ staff making themselves available during the appointed 

day, the workshop includes other preservation professionals who are willing to offer their 

help and services.  After the workshop PNJ makes itself available for whatever assistance 

the sites may need.  In New Jersey all past and present 10 Most Endangered Historic 

Places are considered to be “VIPs,” receiving expedited assistance from the staff.85  For 

an organization with limited staff availability, this preferential treatment can be a 

                                                 
83 David Prezoisi (Mississippi Heritage Trust Executive Director), interview by Jessica A. Ugarte, February 

22, 2011. 
84 Stephanie Cherry-Farmer (Preservation New Jersey Program Director), Interview by Jessica A. Ugarte, 

February 18, 2011.  
85 Stephanie Cherry-Farmer interview. 
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substantial benefit for those properties. However, it is up to the individuals who are 

responsible for the threatened historic resource to reach out and seek PNJ‟s assistance.   

Because of the small staff and limited funding typically found with these 

organizations, much of the aid that is given is limited to advisory or technical assistance 

as it is needed or requested.  Letters of support from the advocacy organization are a 

relatively low-cost option of assistance for them to offer their listed properties.  These 

documents can help to pave the way for grants, the creation of sympathetic governmental 

historic preservation ordinances or even just lend credence to a non-professional 

preservationist‟s opinion that the structure is worth saving. 

In certain instances, listing provides a resource with a better chance of receiving 

financial assistance through grants.  Having a resource listed can often give it a certain 

weight of importance by proving that it is valuable to more than just a single, small, local 

group.  In Washington, the organization‟s main grant program is only available to 

nonprofits, public agencies or publically owned buildings.  Private properties that have 

been listed on the WTHP‟s Most Endangered list, however, are also eligible for this 

money.  This results in a compelling reason for private property owners to want to be 

listed.86 

The assistance that is given to the listed properties varies greatly depending on the 

organization‟s specific capabilities.  When asked what Most Endangered programs can do 

for the sites that it lists, it is easy to point to concrete examples such as site visits, 

technical assistance and day-long workshops.  But examples such as MHT‟s travelling 

exhibit should not be discounted because they are unconventional.  Each organization 

                                                 
86 “Valerie Sivinski Washington Preserves Fund.” Washington Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed 

April 15, 2011, http://preservewa.org/Washington-Preserves-Fund.aspx. 
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must investigate alternative ways of providing assistance that will work with their 

particular situations. 

 

List Format 

Each organization has chosen a listing frequency for its Most Endangered 

program.  Ideally, this factor is based on the organization‟s needs and its available 

resources.  CPI‟s Most Endangered Places, PNJ‟s 10 Most Endangered Historic Sites and 

the WTHP‟s Most Endangered Properties lists are compiled and announced every year.  

This means that each year brings another round of solicitation, nomination, selection and 

announcement for the program‟s staff to oversee.     

In addition to an annual list, the Washington Trust also maintains a running 

“Watch List.”87  This additional list follows those resources from past years that have not 

yet had forward progress towards being saved or stabilized.  These persistently threatened 

resources do not receive the same intense spotlight as those resources on the current 

year‟s list.  However, they are still given visibility in both the online content of the 

website and in printed versions of the current list.  This helps to ensure that year after 

year those at-risk and unresolved resources are still being seen by a wide public audience, 

and are not forgotten by the organization or potential sponsors.     

For the MHT and PN, the choice of having the list every other year makes sense 

from a logistical standpoint.  At the MHT, the middle, non-list year is spent on the time-

intensive components of the Most Endangered program‟s operations.88  This work 

includes putting together the gala announcement event and following up on the progress 

                                                 
87 “2010 Watch List,” Washington Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed April 12, 2011, http://preserve 

wa.org/Watch-List.aspx. 
88 David Prezosi interview. 
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of the formerly listed sites.  While this preparatory work is being done, a photographic 

exhibit travels the state to ensure that even during the “off” year, the program is still 

promoting itself and maintaining visibility.  At PN, the year in-between the 

announcement is used to re-visit past sites, get updates and offer assistance as is needed.89  

For these two programs this interim time is used to carry out the program‟s necessary 

operations.  Without this break, the Most Endangered program might not have been 

possible considering the limited staff time and resources that are available. 

But is the program‟s momentum lost when an event doesn‟t happen yearly?  And 

if so, is this loss mitigated by an increase in the time that is allotted for Program-specific 

outreach and programming?   

Time as a resource is tight for PNJ‟s Program Director.  In addition to her 

responsibilities running the Most Endangered program, all other programming requires 

her participation and oversight.90  Is the Program Director‟s time better spent ensuring a 

regular, annual event?  Or would a biennial list be more effective?  If PNJ‟s list was 

limited to every other year, the interim time could make it possible for the Program 

Director to spend more hours assisting the current and previously listed properties.   

There is a comfortable regularity in an event that happens each year.  The public 

and media in Colorado, New Jersey and Washington know that in one, specific month of 

each year a new Most Endangered list will be announced.  After all, it is easier to 

remember that something happens each spring than when it happens every other fall.   

But would not certain organizations be better served by cutting, in half, the 

amount of time that is usually been spent on the yearly nomination, selection and 

announcement process?  Instead of spending weeks and months arranging the annual list, 

                                                 
89 Andrew Kirk interview. 
90 Stephanie Cherry-Farmer interview. 
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this time could instead go to supporting those properties already listed.  This is not to say 

that a biennial list is the automatic solution to the problem of a limited number of staff 

hours available.  But it is a viable option that should be investigated if staff time and 

availability are a problematic factor.   

 

Number of Historic Resources Listed Per Year  

The decision of how many resources to list each year is an important one for 

organizations that use Most Endangered lists. This is because it is a major factor in 

determining what the organization is ultimately able to provide for its listed resources.  

Too few properties listed and the public‟s interest may wane.  But too many properties 

listed can have the result of limiting the organization‟s ability to provide effective 

support.    

The MHT, PNJ and PN all have a set number of properties to be included on each 

year‟s list.  PN, with eleven resources listed, follows the National Trusts‟ example while 

both PNJ and the MHT list ten resources each year.  Both the WTHP and CPI do not 

have a required number of sites to be listed each year. 91  Instead, they prefer to make the 

decision on a year-by-year basis.   

Chris Moore at the WTHP elaborated that his organization, did not feel 

comfortable committing to a number.  As a result, the number of sites that are selected is 

dependent on how many are received in that specific year.92  The WTHP‟s inaugural 

year, 1992, saw a list of fifteen properties.  Average numbers in the past ten years range 

between eight and thirteen, with ten and below being the numbers most often favored.93   

                                                 
91 Data of the number of sites listed compiled by author from the organization‟s websites.. 
92 Chris Moore interview. 
93 Data compiled by author from the organization‟s websites.. 
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Early in CPI‟s Most Endangered program‟s history there was a range from as 

many as nine resources that were listed in one year to as few as four in 2009.  After 2009 

the organization decided that four was too small a number for a Most Endangered list, 

and so they have nominated between five and six properties a year since.94  It is 

interesting to note that despite Colorado having the largest number of dedicated staff 

members, still they list the smallest number of properties of the five organizations that are 

investigated at in this section.   

There are two possible concerns with preservation advocacy organizations that 

select a consistent number for each year‟s list.  First is the possibility that the quantity of 

nominations will not support that number easily.  While low application numbers can be 

one aspect of this issue, it is also possible to have a preponderance of nominations that do 

not ideally fit the intended mission, purpose or capabilities of the organization or 

program.  If a part of the struggle each year is getting enough quality applications to 

support a larger list, would not a smaller list remove this pressure? 

The second possible issue of having a set number of sites each year is the possible 

lack of staff time and financial resources.  Most Endangered programs are, by their 

nature, highly variable in their basic operations.  Different properties and situations 

require varying amounts of time and expertise by those individuals responsible for the 

program.  One year‟s nominations may need more dedicated assistance and advice, or be 

in more danger, than another year‟s chosen resources.  Also possible is a more systemic 

financial distress or other contingency that would directly affect the organization‟s 

operations while also resulting in an increased need of advice and assistance from a 

state‟s citizens.   

                                                 
94 Data compiled by author from the organization‟s websites. 
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By programmatically requiring that a certain number of properties are listed each 

year, the flexibility that is necessary to respond to these variables is sharply limited.  

Especially in situations where the staff is responsible for multiple aspects of the 

organization, this inflexibility results in limited assistance and offerings by the Most 

Endangered program.  In this way, it is expected that instead of the program adapting to 

the changing circumstances in order to best address the current year‟s circumstances, the 

current year‟s resources must adapt to the limited offerings of a thinly-stretched program.  

This concentration on quantity over quality results in a loss of the effectiveness. 

 

Criteria for Listing 

The five organizations all rely on initial criteria that helps those in the public 

decide if their resource is appropriate for the Most Endangered program.  At a minimum, 

the organizations all agree that the resource must be historically significant and have a 

certain degree of architectural or historical integrity.95  Additionally, all of the 

organizations require that there must be a clear and identifiable threat posed to the 

nominated resource.  This ensures that there is a traceable and understandable cause of 

the resource‟s current problems that can then be resolved by external assistance and 

support. 

Other qualifications, such as CPI‟s requirement that there be “a viable path 

towards preservation,” or the WTHP‟s insistence that “there must be evidence of local 

support (or the clear potential for building local support) for the preservation of the 

property” indicate that it is important to the organizations that there is a chance of the 

                                                 
95 Data about requirements compiled by author from the organization‟s websites. 
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property achieving success. 96  New Jersey is plain in that requirement, stating that 

“likelihood that inclusion on this list will make a positive impact on preservation efforts” 

is a prerequisite for listing a property on their list.97  These requirements suggest that the 

organizations understand that in order for a resource to have a chance at success, it takes 

the dedication of a community.   

When asked about other criteria that may have weight in in the selection process, 

the individuals that were interviewed also expressed an interest in diversity, both from 

year to year and within the current year that is being selected for.98  For them, this 

diversity can be expressed by selecting different types of resources, “not just 

concentrating only on Victorian homes” and other high-style structures. 99  Listing area-

specific and unique resources such as the Commodore Mine District (CPI 2006), 

underappreciated resources such as Rural Farmsteads (PNJ 1998), and even non-physical 

resources such as the “Loss of Traditional Industrial Skills and Arts” (PN 2010-2011) are 

essential.  By listing interesting and unfamiliar resources, the program offers its users 

compelling reasons to continue to be interested in the program‟s yearly announcement.  

Additionally, by listing unconventional or underappreciated resources the organizations 

succeed in promoting a deeper appreciation for those aspects of historic preservation that 

may not yet be widely appreciated or accepted. 

The geographic placement of the selected sites can also contribute to list‟s 

diversity.  A wide variety of areas that are represented can result in more individuals 

                                                 
96 “Colorado‟s Most Endangered Places 2011 Nomination Form,” Colorado Preservation, Inc., accessed 

March 1, 2011, http://coloradopreservation.org/programs/ endangered-places/nomination-form/.  

“Nomination Process and Criteria,” Washington Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed March 1, 2011, 

http://preservewa.org/ Nomination-Process.aspx. 
97 “Nominate A Site,” Preserve New Jersey, accessed April 10, 2011, http://www.preservationnj.org/site 

/ExpEng/index.php?/ten_most/nominate/. 
98 Data compiled by author through interviews with the Most Endangered program staff members. 
99 Stephanie Cherry-Farmer interview. 
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being interested in and personally affected by the Most Endangered list.  Mr. Kirk spoke 

of how the northern half of the state is fundamentally different from the southern half, 

both in geography and culture.100  For Nevada- and really any state that is hoping to 

generate the maximum amount of public interest in their Most Endangered program- it is 

vitally important to select from a broad range of resources in as many diverse areas as 

possible. 

Considering that the 2007 Census reported that there are over thirty-five million 

people in the United States who speak Spanish as their primary language; a Spanish-

language nomination form would be an important way to promote diversity and 

inclusion.101  Though the states investigated in this section do not contain the highest 

concentrations of Spanish speakers in the Nation, still states such as Nevada and New 

Jersey are near the top of the list according to the percentage of the state‟s population that 

speaks Spanish.102  Despite this, none of the organizations offer an easily accessible, 

translated nomination form, instructions, or other documentation.   

Language is an easy thing to point to as a possible way to increase diversity 

within the structure of a Most Endangered program.  But other obstacles, such as cultural 

differences in significance, preconceived notions of elitism and even hostility towards 

others regulating what one does with their property, are more difficult situations to 

overcome.  While part of the solution is fostering a network of communities and 

individuals who can help bridge the gap between formal preservation advocacy 

organization and the communities and individuals they are trying to help, it would seem 

                                                 
100 Andrew Kirk interview. 
101 United States Census Bureau, Selected Social Characteristics in the United States: 2007, accessed 

March 19, 2011, http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2000/phc-2-a.pdf. 
102 United States Census Bureau, 2004 American Community Survey- Hispanics: 2004, accessed March 19, 

2011, http://www.census.gov/prod/2007pubs/acs-03.pdf. 
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that more thought and action is needed to promote full inclusion of diverse populations 

and enhance the Most Endangered program‟s diversity.   

 

Nomination Form and the Solicitation of Nominations 

Four of the five organizations that were investigated have an official form that is 

used by the public to nominate sites to the Most Endangered list.103  In earlier years these 

forms were distributed through direct mailings and organizational newsletters.  Some 

organizations still employ this form of distribution through physical brochures and posted 

letters.  However, the ease, accessibility and prevalence of online correspondence has 

changed this.  The current preferred method of delivery is now predominantly through the 

organization‟s website and email lists.104  The only organization that does not have an 

official form is PN, preferring instead to put out a general call for nominations without a 

form to fill out.  

For three of the organizations, the nomination forms are available as printable 

Microsoft Word or Adobe PDF documents.  Both WTHP and PNJ pre-fornat their 

documents to allow the users to fill in the necessary blanks on their computer prior to 

printing it, attaching additional pages as needed to include required supplemental 

material.  But still, the nomination must be printed or burned onto a disk before being 

mailed to the organization.   As of March 2011, CPI offers the entire nomination process- 

including a place to upload images, letters of support and a map of the site‟s location- 

online.105  By providing the option for an easy to fill out online nomination form, CPI is 

                                                 
103 2010 application forms for the five organizations can be found in Appendix C. 
104 Data about requirements compiled by author from the organization‟s websites. 
105 “Colorado‟s Most Endangered Places 2011 Nomination Form.” 
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likely increasing the number of people who will be willing to take the time to participate 

in the program.       

In addition to basic information about the property, each organization has a 

specific set of questions that the nominator is expected to think about and answer.106  This 

is where the organization finds out about the property‟s historic significance and 

suitability for listing, information that is especially important in small towns or other 

under-represented areas where the resource‟s importance is a local matter.  The 

nominator is expected to have thought about the specific threats facing the property, 

consider what listing would do to help its threatened situation and discuss how the threat 

could be eliminated or resolved.107  

These long-answer questions can also help the organization understand the past 

activism and circumstances of the site.  This helps to determine whether or not there has 

been adequate public interest in and effort towards preserving the at-risk resource.  CPI 

asks specifically if there is “community support or local groups/individuals interested in 

saving the site,” and Mississippi inquires if there is “interest in preserving the site.”108 

Because of the small staff sizes of these organizations and the large physical space and 

numerous responsibilities that these organizations are in charge of, it is absolutely 

essential that there is a local base of support for the listed resource to carry the project 

forward.   

All of the organizations request a name and contact information of the person or 

group who is nominating the property.  In Most Endangered programs it is important that 

                                                 
106 Data compiled by author from the organization‟s websites. 
107 “2011 Nomination Form,” Preservation New Jersey, accessed March 20, 2011, http://www.preservation 

nj.org/site/ExpEng/images/images/pdfs/10_Most_nomination.pdf. 
108 “Colorado‟s Most Endangered Places 2011 Nomination Form.” Mississippi Heritage Trust, 

Mississippi’s 10 Most Endangered Historic Places Nomination Form 2011, Obtained via email from David 

Prezoisi. 
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the organization has the ability to contact a relevant person(s) for any questions during 

the selection process.109  This person must also be available to speak to the media should 

the site be selected, and after listing they need to be willing and able to be a point of 

contact in order to receive support and organize assistance. 

Owner consent is not a requirement for submitting nominations to any of the 

investigated organizations.  MHT‟s nomination form asks the nominator if the property 

owner is aware of the nomination, but it does not make any requirement that the owner be 

notified prior to submission.110  This makes sense, considering that a sizable portion of 

the nominations are typically from non-owner, outside observers.  In fact, both CPI and 

the WTHP have an option on their nomination form that offers the nominator anonymity.   

The organizations must each decide how they wish to address the complex 

situation of property owners that are reluctant or angry at being listed.  Overwhelmingly, 

the organizations that were interviewed expressed the desire to keep the peace and “try to 

be diplomatic about it.”111  While property owners may not initially know that their 

property is being nominated, at some point prior to formal announcement each 

organization stated that they make contact.112  This notification is given regardless of if 

they were involved with the nomination process.      

This notice to the resource‟s owner is an important part of the program‟s process.  

This dialogue can help calm tensions by explaining what the list means for them and their 

property, providing an opportunity for the organization to hear the other side of the story 

and hopefully address any concerns or questions that the owner may have.  Often this 

                                                 
109 Data compiled by author through interviews with the Most Endangered program staff members. 
110 Mississippi’s 10 Most Endangered Historic Places Nomination Form 2011. 
111 Andrew Kirk interview. 
112 Data compiled by author through interviews with the Most Endangered program staff members. 
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outreach will help to pacify the concerned and angry owners, letting let them know about 

what to expect from the program. 

All five organizations encourage the general public to nominate important, 

historic properties in their towns and communities.113  In addition to the general public, 

the organizations also seek submissions from other individuals with whom they have a 

professional relationship with: architects, engineers, community leaders, and politicians.  

Other, more formal arrangements for facilitating the nomination process are also common 

among the organizations investigated.  Some of the organizations strongly suggest 

nomination participation from their executive members.  For example, at PN the Board of 

Directors are expected to take the time to nominate sites from their geographic areas.  

CPI expects its statewide Selection Committee to also solicit nominations in their 

individual locations.   

This purview over an entire state results in the necessity of maintaining 

relationships with other city and community historic preservation organizations 

throughout the state.  Statewide organizations depend on these local groups for assistance 

in their operations, specifically in getting local visibility and participation for the Most 

Endangered list.  It is vital that organizations operating Most Endangered lists be mindful 

of including others in the program‟s operations through creating opportunities and 

incentives for involvement.   

It is obvious that the easier the application process is, the more applications the 

organizations are likely to receive from a wider variety of individuals.  Pre-formatted, 

electronic nominations streamline this initial submission process, allowing the staff more 

time to review the nominations for content.  Additionally, by using human resources such 

                                                 
113 Data compiled by author through interviews with the Most Endangered program staff members. 
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as Board members or other local preservation organizations in the nomination process, 

the organization will have more time to spend on other aspects of the program‟s 

operations.  

 

Selection of Listed Properties 

The selection procedure for Most Endangered lists varies for each of the five 

organizations.  It is at this time that several important factors are decided upon: the 

number of sites that will be listed (if not already decided); the degree of threat that they 

are willing to take on through the program; and the resources that will be selected to 

receive listing.  The process involves multiple people who donate varied quantities of 

time, expertise and opinions to the nonprofit organization.  At its most basic level, this 

involvement requires a willingness to read each of the nominations and the time to 

formulate opinions whether or not they fit the organization‟s criteria.114  The rest of a 

nomination‟s progression through the selection process, however, depends on the 

organization‟s operational and procedural differences.   

PN relies on its Board of Directors to pick the final selections from all of the 

nominated properties.115  The Board is made up of a diverse group of individuals from all 

areas of the state, representing a wide variety of backgrounds and professions.  Mr. Kirk 

remarked that some of the members of the Board “aren‟t the usual suspects.”116  These 

unusual Board members include an award winning journalist, a realtor and a former U.S. 
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Senator.  Each of these individuals are interested in preservation, but are not directly tied 

to the field.117    

Having non-preservation, professional individuals in positions of responsibility 

makes it harder for the public to dismiss the organization‟s goals as being out of touch 

with the average citizen‟s needs and objectives.118  Arguments in favor of preservation 

come from such an impartial outsider can have more weight, as they are not promoting 

the practice of preservation from a typical viewpoint.  These unconventional 

preservationists can act as ambassadors between unwilling participants and the Most 

Endangered program, smoothing the way for a successful listing.     

At PNJ a Selection Committee of six to nine individuals splits-up the nominations 

and each person vets their assigned nomination.119  This responsibility involves the 

Committee member looking through the provided information to ensuring that it is 

correct and complete.  The Selection Committee meets every two weeks after the 

submission deadline to discuss the merits of each nomination.  These recommendations 

that are developed are then passed to the Executive Board who will make the final 

decisions. 

At CPI the Endangered Places Program Manager and the part-time employee are 

the first to see the forty to fifty submitted nominations.120  Once the nominations pass an 

initial inspection, they are transferred to the Endangered Places Review Committee.  This 

committee is composed of a group of fifty to sixty professionals from all across the state.  

Each site is assigned to a different individual- usually someone who is geographically 

                                                 
117 “Preserve Nevada Members” Preserve Nevada, accessed March 2, 2011, http://preservenevada.unlv. 
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118 Andrew Kirk interview. 
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close to the nominated resource- who then carries out a closer investigation of the 

nomination‟s information and qualifications.  This one-on-one attention results in each of 

the Committee members becoming very acquainted with their resource.     

After each nomination is investigated by its assigned Committee member, the 

nominations are brought before a statewide review.121  Because each site has a dedicated 

person assigned to it, the discussions at this review is able to reach a depth not possible in 

situations where the selections are solely dependent on reading the information provided 

on a nomination form.  During the review, each resource‟s merits are debated and an 

initial selection cuts the number of nominations in half.  The admitted half are then 

brought for a final review in front of the Board of Directors, CPI staff and other relevant 

individuals.  It is this group who then makes the final decision about the year‟s listed 

properties. 

Both WTHP and MHT have less elaborate selection processes.  After the nine 

members of the WTHP‟s Selection Committee review the nominations on a secure 

website, they then discuss each resource‟s merits through pre-arranged conference 

calls.122  The Selection Committee provides recommendations to the Board of Directors 

who then approve or modify list.  At the MHT, the nominations are given to a Selection 

Committee that is composed of members from various organizations around the state.123  

On the Selection Committee are at least one architect and one Board of Trustees member, 

representatives of the State Historic Preservation Office, Main Street Program, State 

Municipal League, Division of Tourism, as well as other preservation professionals.  This 
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group makes recommendations to the Board of Trustees, who then approves or modifies 

the list. 

While each organization depends on a group of volunteers for the actual selection 

process, it is apparent that some are more successful in encouraging additional 

participation and assistance.  Additional requirements may discourage the participation of 

some, but it is likely that others will be willing to put in the extra effort to help the Most 

Endangered program succeed.  The organizations that take advantage of these dedicated 

individuals as nominators, fact checkers and spokespersons gain both perspective from 

the members as well as time from their labors.   

 

Types of Sites Chosen for Listing  

The types of sites that are chosen for listing by these five organizations are 

dependent on their particular geography, culture and the interests of the citizen base.  By 

far the most common resources that are found on Most Endangered lists are built 

structures: homes; offices; civic and public buildings; places of worship; and commercial 

establishments.  But any engineered construction, object created or shaped by human 

hands, natural landscape used by humans or preservation-related concept can also be 

found on a Most Endangered list.124  The resources that are chosen for listing have a 

significant impact on the interest of the public.     

Specialty resources that are important to the state‟s region and history are popular 

to list.  For example, PN listed Rock Art in its 2002-2003 list and Mining Towns in 2010-

                                                 
124 A breakdown of the types of properties that were listed in the 2002-2008 period can be found in 

Appendix D. 
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2011, both of which are intimately tied to the past history of Nevada‟s people.125  WTHP 

lists water-related resources because of its relation to the Pacific Ocean: the Willapa Bay 

Boathouse in 1993; Point Hudson in 2003; and the Schooner Wawona in 2005.126  In 

2010 PNJ celebrated all of its mid-century, pre-fabricated diners as a representation and 

celebration of the State‟s manufacturing history.127  CPI‟s 2011 list includes an 

engineered agricultural feature, the McElmo Creek Flume, in order to serve as a reminder 

of the other 103 flumes that were originally constructed to irrigate a naturally arid 

valley.128 

Another type of listing commonly found in Most Endangered lists is a multi-

property submission.  These nominations can range in size from several buildings in a 

neighborhood to an entire city or town.  While multi-property nominations may be 

composed of different types of resources, they are all faced with a similar threat.  These 

nominations typically involve multiple owners.  While this means that there is a larger 

pool of individuals who are specifically invested in the resource‟s continued existence, 

there is also the possibility that this will include more unwilling or unenthusiastic 

participants.  

 

Use of Thematics   

Thematics are a type of listing that is used to call attention to a broad issue that is 

affecting multiple properties and areas in the state.  They are useful when multiple, 

                                                 
125 “The Eleven Most Endangered Historic Places in Nevada,” Preserve Nevada, accessed April 10, 2011, 

http://preserve nevada.unlv.edu/endangered_sites.html. 
126 “Past Sites,” Washington Trust for Historic Preservation, http://preservewa.org/Past-Sites.aspx.  
127 “Preservation New Jersey‟s 2010 10 Most Endangered Historic Sites,” Preservation New Jersey 

website, accessed April 5, 2011, http://www.preservationnj.org/site/ExpEng/index.php?/ten_most/.  
128  “Endangered Places,” Colorado Preservation, Inc., accessed April 10, 2011, http://colorado 

preservation.org/programs/endangered-places/.  
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similar properties are nominated in a single year.  These nominations can be 

characterized by their somewhat narrow area of focus, but broad (usually statewide) 

scope.   

 PNJ‟s listing of “Historic Diners 

of New Jersey” is an example of a 

thematic listing.  In this case, two 

different diners from separate areas 

were nominated in the same year.129  

While investigating the submissions 

during the vetting process, the decision 

was made that the historic diners, in 

general, were in need of the 

organization‟s assistance.  For this 

reason, the thematic format was decided 

on and historic diners as a group were 

listed to the Most Endangered list.     

Each of the five organizations uses thematic listings in varying quantities (Fig.8).  

Thematics allow the organization to call attention to a systemic problem within their 

operating area, in effect listing multiple separate resources under an all-inclusive label.  

These broad listings can be particularly effective because of their ability to bring together 

a wide range of people from multiple different areas of the state, all working towards a 

common goal.  Additionally, these listings are often particularly attractive to the media 

because of their applicability to a large section of the station‟s audience.  

                                                 
129 Stephanie Cherry-Farmer interview. 

Figure 8: The number of thematic resources 

listed by the five organizations 

in the 2002-2008 period.  Data 

compiled and graphed by author. 
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Thematics may or may not include specific examples of resources in their listing.  

When these representative examples are provided, it allows the organization to 

graphically illustrate to the public what the resource is that is being threatened.  PN‟s 

2010-2011 thematic listing of “Traditional Cultural Properties” includes the example of 

Cave Valley Cave to serve as an illustrative example.130  Mississippi‟s 2006-2007 list 

nominated the entire “Mississippi Gulf Coast” as a threatened resource.131  However, 

there was no single resource type that was indicated in this nomination.  In this case, the 

widespread damage of Hurricane Katrina in the fall of 2005 created the need for 

increased awareness of the problems faced by all historic resources in that area.         

Another type of thematic listings can be observed in CPI‟s 2005 nomination of 

“Historic Communities in the I-70/Clear Creek Expansion Corridor” or PNJ‟s 2006 

“Public Sculpture in New Jersey.”132  These resources are listed in an effort to call 

attention to larger issues within a city or state‟s planning and policy.  With these 

nominations, the goal is not to attempt to save every single resource.  Rather, they work 

to inform the public and hopefully change the way the government responds to the needs 

of certain resources.  These efforts to shift a government‟s approach towards important 

historic resources can be a vital part of the organization‟s efforts and help them achieve 

long term goals. 

Mr. Kirk stated that Preserve Nevada has “never shied away from the big 

thematics; because of the large size of the state you almost have to have them.”133  

                                                 
130 “2010-2011 Eleven Most Endangered Historic Places,” Preserve Nevada, accessed April 19, 2011, 

http://preserve nevada.unlv.edu/2010_sites.htm. 
131  “2007 10 Most Endangered Historic Places List Announced,” Mississippi Heritage Trust, accessed 

April 26, 2011, http://www.mississippiheritage.com/list07.html. 
132 “Public Sculpture in New Jersey,” Preservation New Jersey, accessed April 30, 2011, http://www. 

preservationnj.org/site/ExpEng/index.php?/ten_most/archive_by_year_detail/2006/Public_Sculpture_in_Ne

w_Jersey. 
133 Andrew Kirk interview. 
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Indeed, every list that is put out by PN includes at least one thematic listing.  In fact, 

three out of 2010‟s eleven listed properties were thematics.   

PN did something else that was unique in its 2010 list by including intangible 

resources.  Both “Underfunded State Cultural Resources” and “Loss of Traditional 

Industrial Skills and Arts” are uncommon in that they are abstractions of concepts; they 

do not call out a particular site, object or building.  With these listed items there is no 

thing to save, no resource to point to as being rescued or destroyed.  It is indisputable that 

these concepts are of great importance. But it is nearly impossible to make perceptible 

progress on problems facing an imperceptible resource.  It will be interesting to see the 

effectiveness of listing these sorts of resources, assuming that it is even possible to 

measure such an outcome.   

While thematics are convenient because they make it possible to address 

generalized threats to historic resources, they can also be problematic for the 

organizations that are attempting to use them.  Each organization indicated that thematics 

come with very specific limitations on their use and usefulness.134  For example, Ms. 

Cherry-Farmer of PNJ pointed out that a lot of background research was needed in order 

to have enough information to make an acceptable nomination for the Diners.135   

Ms. Cherry-Farmer also discussed the difficulty of using thematics over a long 

time period.136  For example, if “Historic Schools” are nominated one year, how long 

should the organization wait before listing another independent school structure that is 

threatened?  With the significant number of worthy and in-need resources that are 

nominated each year, it would be easy to point to a thematic from a few years ago as 

                                                 
134 Data compiled by author through interviews with the Most Endangered program staff members. 
135 Stephanie Cherry-Farmer interview. 
136 Ibid. 
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proof that that type of resource has already benefited as much as it could from the Most 

Endangered process.  After all, Most Endangered lists need to be kept interesting and 

fresh in order to attract attention from the public and the media.  But by relying on the 

broad scope of thematics, it is easy for important resources to get overlooked.    

There is also the issue of public perception and proof of progress with thematics.  

Most Endangered programs function best when they are able to show that the sites that 

are listed have benefited from the Program.  This not only encourages and informs the 

general public about the validity of the program, but can also help to convince those who 

may be concerned about a resource that the Most Endangered program could work for 

their cause.     

One of the best results that Most Endangered lists can hope for is real success to 

galvanize supporters and demonstrate its effectiveness to those who may not normally be 

preservation-inclined.  But because of thematic‟s large scale and wide dispersal, it is 

difficult to determine or even quantify the relative success or failure of the listing.  This 

uncertainty can be a significant failing of this type of listing.   

 

List Announcement & Publicity 

A successful and well attended announcement event is essential for Most 

Endangered programs.  It is during this arranged day that the program receives its 

primary exposure and generates public interest in the program.  Every organization 

formally announces their list at a pre-scheduled event.  At its most basic, a press release 

is created and distributed to the media while a formal announcement or press conference 

takes place at an appointed time and place.   
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Some organizations, such as CPI, include the Most Endangered announcement 

within the programming of an annual conference.  While people may be reluctant to 

expend time and effort going to the place of the announcement for a short, single-purpose 

event; additional interesting programming can attract more viewers.  So, by combining 

the announcement with other events can result in an increase in attendance over a stand-

alone event.137 

All five of the organizations work closely with the media to provide them with 

information prior to the formal announcement.138  Media kits and press releases are 

another vital part of the program‟s publicity efforts.  These documents include 

information such as descriptions of the current year‟s listed properties and information 

about the program.  More information is likely better in this case, as press releases are 

distributed to a diverse audience. 

Out of the five organizations that were investigated, the MHT has the most 

elaborate announcement event for its Most Endangered list.139  The day before their 

annual Experience Mississippi Historic Preservation Conference, the MHT hosts a gala 

event for over 500 guests.  In addition to the unveiling of the new Most Endangered list, 

local Mississippi artists will have created site-specific pieces of artwork for each listed 

resource.  These pieces of art are then auctioned to help fund the program.  It is partly 

because of the grand scale and labor intensity of the announcement and post-

announcement travelling exhibit that Mississippi‟s list only comes out every other year.  

Mississippi includes a forty-page brochure with its travelling exhibit.  The 2009 

10 Most Endangered Historic Places publication included full-page narratives that 

                                                 
137 Patrick Eidman interview. 
138 Additionally, both Washington and New Jersey provide online access to the current year‟s press release. 
139 Information in this paragraph from David Prezosi interview. 
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highlight each of the current year‟s listed properties.  In addition, a significant portion of 

the booklet is dedicated to giving updates of past-listed resources.  Each resource is 

described and an update on its current progress is given.  Bold labels such as “In 

Progress,” “No Progress,” “SAVED” and “LOST” are used to help the viewer easily 

understand the program‟s effectiveness as indicated by past site‟s current status.140   

By taking the time and money to create this substantial take-away publication, the 

MHT is ensuring that they make the most out of the program‟s travels and exposure.  

This publication provided in quantity to the sites that were listed and is offered freely to 

any individuals who visit the travelling exhibit.  By giving people something to take 

home and show others, MHT is giving itself long term visibility and arming its supporters 

with information about the program‟s operations and successes.  Other organizations 

could benefit from developing ways of maintaining a heightened level of media and 

public awareness for a longer period of time.  Because without these constant reminders, 

a Most Endangered program may risk being forgotten in the intervening months. 

 

Use of Websites  

The proliferation of web-based content has enabled statewide preservation 

advocacy organization to more easily stay connected with their public.  Often, a website 

will be an organization‟s only form of contact with a majority of the state‟s residents. 

Looking objectively at the website‟s design can help to further analyze the program‟s 

effectiveness.141 

 

                                                 
140 Mississippi Heritage Trust, 10 Most 2009 brochure, provided by email from David Prezoisi. 
141 As a part of the research for this thesis, the online presence for all statewide preservation organizations 

was investigated.  The conclusions in this document draw on that information as it was on April 30, 2011. 
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Main Webpage Presence 

Visitors are generally first exposed to the organization‟s main webpage.  This 

valuable online real estate is the organization‟s first chance to say who they are, what 

they do, and generate interest in their operations and programs.  While a well-designed 

website will engage its users and encourage them to want to know more about the 

organization and its activities, a poorly executed website is likely to result in user 

frustration and unwillingness to use its services.   

The design of the organization‟s main page can influence whether or not a Most 

Endangered program‟s webpage is visited by the average browser.  Only the MHT and 

PN provide clear and direct main page access to the Most Endangered program‟s 

content.142  MHT does this by devoting one-fourth of the main page to display the Most 

Endangered program and PN has a tab with the words “Most Endangered Sites” along the 

top.  PNJ does not have a constant main page presence.  However, the program is 

included in a slideshow feature, giving it main page presence for eight seconds out of 

every forty-eight.143     

The CPI, PNJ and WTHP do not have the Most Endangered program plainly 

listed in the structure of their main page.  It is accessible, however, through drop down 

lists under headings such as “Programs” (PNJ and CPI) and “Saving Places” (WTHP).  

Many other organizations also utilize these drop-down lists to navigate towards the other 

resources on their websites.  This is most often the case for organizations that have many 

different programs, events and information, where it is not be feasible to have each 

program plainly listed on the front page. 

 

                                                 
142 Mississippi Heritage Trust, accessed April 30, 2011, http://www.mississippiheritage.com/. 
143 Preservation New Jersey, accessed April 30, 2011, http://www.preservationnj.org/site/ExpEng/. 
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Most Endangered Program Main Web Page 

Each of the five organizations has a main Most Endangered program page.144  

This page provides a place for the organization to tell the viewer about the program and 

allows the user to be directed to any additional content.  It is important that this 

information be easily accessible, and that a range of technologically competent viewers 

be able to navigate its content.  Again, if the page is not user friendly the organization 

risks losing the viewer‟s interest. 

There are two different stylistic trends that Most Endangered program pages 

follow.  The most popular is for the main page to have minimal content, relying instead 

on links and tabs to direct the user towards more specific information.  PNJ‟s page 

presents thumbnail images and labels for each of the current year‟s listed properties.  

CPI‟s main webpage includes a program description, list of currently listed resources and 

a slideshow of pictures from the current year‟s list.  WTHP provides links to a “Current 

List,” “Watch List” and “Past Sites Listed,” in addition to access to PDF posters from 

past lists.  PN does not provide images on the main program page, instead opting for text 

of each year‟s listed properties that is then linked to a page with the related information.   

The MHT is an example of the second common design format.  In this example, 

the program‟s page includes a description of the program at the top that is followed by a 

list of the current year‟s listed properties.  Below the introduction and list the webpage 

has full text descriptions and images of the current year‟s listed resources.  It is possible 

to use the list at the top to jump to a specific selection without scrolling through long 

stretches of content.  But still, the viewer must either scroll through each of the entries in 

                                                 
144 Screen shots of the Most Endangered program webpages as of April 30, 2011 are included in Appendix 

E.  
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order to see the other resources or they must navigate back to the main menu at the top of 

the page.   

So, while linking the list to the content below is a useful feature for the first click 

on a particular resource, if the site visitor wants to look at additional properties they will 

either need to scroll through all of the content to find the entry they are looking for or 

scroll all of the way to the top of the page to see the full list again.  Additionally, the past 

year‟s resources are only accessed from the very bottom of the page, meaning that unless 

the viewer preservers to the very end, they will likely miss the archive. 

This type of webpage setup can result in frustration from those that are seeking 

information.  Individuals who are interested in learning about the program or its listed 

sites will not be able to easily find the desired information unless they know exactly 

where it is.  Additionally, this type of limitations on the webpage‟s navigability hinders 

its effectiveness as a promotional tool.  While web design can be expensive, its worth in 

providing twenty-four hour accessibility and widespread promotion is inarguably 

valuable. 

Accessibility of Past Lists 

The accessibility of past lists is a key way for an organization to promote the 

success of its Most Endangered program. By providing updates, the organizations allow 

the public to become involved in the stories and struggles of threatened resources both 

near and far.  When the public has the opportunity to experience the excitement of 

success and disappointment of loss, they are more likely to be invested and engaged in 

the program‟s activities.   

All five of the organizations feature online access to an archive of past lists.  Out 

of those, the WTHP is the only organization that does not have this archival information 
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in year specific lists.  Instead, they maintain a “Watch List” page with past-listed sites 

that are still in danger and a “Past Sites” page of those resources that are no longer being 

monitored.   

In addition to including online sections that are dedicated to past listed sites, each 

of the organizations report on the resource‟s current status.  The information in these 

status updates varies: some organizations simply report on whether a resource is saved or 

lost; others, such as PNJ, give detailed accounts of the effort and progress that has been 

made so far.   

This information about the site‟s current status is the predominant way that an 

organization can show the success and validity of its Most Endangered program.  While 

all five of these organizations do provide this information, other organizations do not 

appear to be concerned with its presence or accuracy.  Without current status reports, the 

organizations are severely limiting their ability to draw and retain the public‟s interest in 

the Most Endangered program and the properties it lists. 

 

Figure 9: Archival information that is available through the five organization‟s websites.  

Data compiled by author. 
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historic integrity.  In this clearly delineated scenario for reporting a program‟s 

effectiveness as a preservation tool, success lies on one side and failure on the other- 

there is no middle ground.  Because there are so many variables that alter a basic 

reporting of certain wins and total losses, a final determination of overall efficacy is 

difficult to ascertain.   

In order to compare and contrast the different programs, an analysis was done of 

the six year period between 2002 and 2008. It is during this that time all five of the 

programs were operating, thus making it possible to make comparisons between the 

program‟s different  levels of “success” in a controlled period of time.  All research on 

the individual sites was limited to what the organizations have reported and published 

online, and so the information is limited by the organization‟s frequency and procedure 

for follow-up of the listed resources.   

All five of the organizations use variations of the concrete terms of “Saved” and 

“Lost.”  But even these relatively unambiguous words are subject to interpretation.  Both 

Nevada and Colorado have instances where they consider moved properties to be 

“Saved.”  While not ideal, in these instances it was the only option for the continued 

existence of the resource.   

In the case of Colorado‟s P.O.W. Pillars (2005 List) the owner of the resource, the 

US Military, had two options: move the resource or demolish it.  In speaking about this 

situation, Mr. Eidman indicated that the decision to label the moved resources as a 

“Save” did not come lightly.145  It was only after lengthy discussions between staff and 

board members that it was decided that the military‟s willingness to work with CPI in 

moving the resource down the road was an acceptable compromise.146  Furthermore, not 

                                                 
145 Patrick Eidman Interview 
146 Ibid. 
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arguing over the semantics of labeling the project as “Saved” would likely have the effect 

of helping to foster a sense of good will between the two organizations.  This facilitation 

of positive relationships can be a goal in itself, allowing future interactions to build upon 

this shared success. 

Other, more nebulous terms are also used by the five organizations in an effort to 

describe the listed resource‟s current status.  Several resources from both New Jersey and 

Washington are described as partial saves, meaning that a portion of the listed site has 

been lost or significantly altered.  The decision of when a listed resource is considered a 

partial save or when it is so far gone that it is considered a loss is not well documented or 

explained.  It is up to the organization to choose, often on a case-by-case basis, whether 

to label the resource as a save or loss. 

Seemingly interchangeable terms such as “In Progress” and “In the Works” or 

“No Progress,” “Alert” and “Threatened” further complicate any attempts at a 

quantification of the different organization‟s tallies of success and failure.  Because each 

organization makes its own determinations of what is meant by these concepts and which 

resources should fall under each specific term, there is no possibility of direct 

comparison.  In order to simplify the diverse labeling into clear and chartable data sets, 

the terms “In Progress” and “Threatened” were used regardless of what term the 

organization utilizes to describe the varying situations.    
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“In Progress” indicates that there has been some sort of positive movement 

towards saving the resource while “Threatened” is used for when the resource is still in 

active danger.  But again, these are variables that are decided upon by those individuals 

labeling them.  A temporary stay in demolition plans may be considered progress by one 

organization, while another will not remove the threatened label unless the resource is 

obviously on the road towards stabilization and long term protection. 

Colorado 2002-2008 

Saved (3)

Lost (1)

In Progress (20)

Threatened (14)

Mississippi 2002-2008 

Saved (6)

Lost (1)

In Progress (24)

Threatened (9)

New Jersey 2002-2008 

Saved (8)

Lost (10)

In Progress (19)

Threatened (32)

Partial Save (1)

Nevada 2002-2008 

Saved (4)

Lost (2)

In Progress (11)

Threatened (16)

Washington 2002-2008 

Saved (7)

Lost (9)

In Progress (24)

Threatened (15)

Partial Save (3)

Figure 10: Status of properties from 2002-2008.  Data compiled and graphed 

by author. 
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The degree of actual risk that the listed resources are under is another subjective 

variable that confounds any comparative analysis.  None of the organizations that were 

investigated indicated that they shy away from listing problematic or difficult to save 

resources.  But there would seem to be low “Loss” rates in states such as Mississippi, 

Colorado and Nevada, possibly a result of less-risky resources being listed by these 

organizations.  This does not even have to be a conscious decision, as programmatic 

differences between how sites are selected could have this result naturally.   

It is also possible— particularly in Colorado and Nevada where there is ample 

support provided for the program — that the increased amount of time and resources 

dedicated to the listed sites has resulted in more successes.  So, while it is impossible to 

make any concrete determinations a low failure rate can be a result of either the program 

functioning how it should, or a symptom of less desperate cases being taken in favor of 

higher rates of successful ends.   

This idea of quantifying success and failure for these organizations is doubly hard 

when it is considered that success can be measured in many different, and often subtle, 

ways.  Obvious successes, those that ensure a threatened resource‟s future use and 

existence, only account for a small fraction of the listed resources.  If a listed property 

ends up being demolished, but it had the effect of galvanizing community support for 

historic preservation, is this a loss?  Can a property that has suffered demolition by 

neglect so long that it is irreparable be a loss if its situation caused the creation of local 

ordinances against such practices?  

In looking at these programs, it is much more common to see small successes and 

compromises that take into the considerations and needs of multiple parties.  In speaking 

with the staff of the organizations, it became clear that often the labeling of what is 

considered a “Save” or “Loss” is variable and subjective.   Each site‟s unique situation 
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influences the organization‟s final determinations of status.  Without clear explanations 

and understanding of what is meant by the terms used to report status, the program‟s 

value to the citizens is not able to be fully appreciated. 

 

IN SUMMARY 

Analyzing the Most Endangered programs of these five organizations only 

demonstrates a fraction of the programmatic differences that are currently in use by the 

statewide organizations that choose to use Most Endangered Lists.  This dissection, 

however, has provided the foundation from which ideas and opinions can be formed 

about what can make a Most Endangered program a more effective tool.  The findings of 

this chapter will be instrumental in the later examination of Preservation Texas‟ Most 

Endangered program.   
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Chapter 4: Preservation Texas 

This thesis seeks to provide Texas‟ statewide preservation advocacy organization, 

Preservation Texas, with an analysis that will assist the organization in evaluating its 

Most Endangered Program.  The decision to provide a greater degree of detail about this 

particular case study was based on several factors.  The organization‟s location allowed 

the author to be personally involved with and observe the program‟s operations over two 

years.  Additionally, all of the organization‟s records were made available for use.  The 

access that was given made it possible to create a detailed timeline of the program‟s 

development.  This chronological summary informs about a typical Most Endangered 

program‟s development, providing perspective on a process that is not usually considered 

or well documented.   

Because this thesis is written with the intention of being a tool for Preservation 

Texas‟ use, it is important that the Most Endangered program‟s history is examined.  

Without knowing the form and operations of the program‟s past, it would be difficult to 

make informed suggestions for its future. 

 

ORGANIZATION HISTORY 

Government-sanctioned historic preservation in Texas began with the formation 

of the Texas State Historical Survey Committee (TSHSC) in 1953.147  The TSHSC‟s 

original purpose was to survey and identify important historic sites and resources within 

the state of Texas.  In 1973 the organization‟s name was changed to the Texas Historical 

Commission (THC).  Today, the THC still operates as Texas‟ State Historic Preservation 

Office.  

                                                 
147 Information in this paragraph from: “About THF,” Texas Historical Foundation, accessed February 5, 

2011, http://www.texas historicalfoundation.org/aboutthf. 
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One element of the THC‟s operations was the Texas Heritage Council.  The 

Council‟s responsibility was to support nonprofit preservation groups in the state of 

Texas from 1977 to 1982.148  In 1985 the leaders from nonprofit preservation groups 

throughout Texas gathered to address the operational gap that was left by the Council‟s 

absence.  This meeting succeeded in creating Preservation Texas, a statewide nonprofit 

preservation advocacy organization.  

As a part of its mission, Preservation Texas (PT) has developed ties with local 

nonprofits and the State Historic Preservation Office.149  In 1997, PT received a 

Statewide Initiative grant from the National Trust for Historic Preservation.  This 

financial assistance was used to hire a full-time Executive Director and to establish an 

office in the capital of Texas, Austin.  One year after the grant was awarded PT was 

accepted into the Trust‟s Statewide Partners program.   

Currently Preservation Texas is governed by a twenty-member Board of Directors 

that is composed of individuals from throughout the state of Texas.150  The Board is 

divided into four committees: Advocacy, Board Development, Organizational Visibility 

and Resource Development.  A full-time Executive Director supports the Board of 

Directors.  This person is the only staff member, and so is responsible for all of the 

organization‟s operations.   

 

 

 

                                                 
148 All information in this paragraph from: “History,” Preservation Texas, accessed February 5, 2011, 

http://www.preservationtexas.org/index.php?option=com_content&view= article &id=35&Itemid=24. 
149 Ibid. 
150 Ibid. 
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STUDY OF THE TEXAS’ MOST ENDANGERED PLACES PROGRAM 

 

Inaugural Year: 2004 

In 1998 the Board initiated a program called the Endangered Properties Program 

(EPP).151  Through publications and workshops, this program was intended to educate the 

public about the economic and cultural benefits of preserving historic structures.  

Additionally, through this program Preservation Texas was to maintain an accessible and 

well-advertised registry of historic properties that were for sale.152  This was done in 

order to connect these in-need resources with new, preservation-minded owners or 

stewards.  While the EPP did not have any financial support associated with it, the hope 

was that a revolving loan program would be possible at some point.  

In January 2003, PT‟s Executive members met to discuss the possibility of 

extending the operations of the EPP to include a Most Endangered list.  After a proposal 

was accepted by the Board of Directors, planning for Texas‟ new Most Endangered 

program commenced in the summer of 2003.153  As a Statewide Partner, PT had support 

from the NTHP in developing the fledgling program.  It was planned that other Texas-

based preservation organizations would also be an integral part of the Most Endangered 

program‟s operations.  Goals for this 2004 Most Endangered list were simple: to save  

 

 

 

                                                 
151 “Preservation Texas- Background on Revolving Fund Concept and the Endangered Places List,” 

Electronic document on Preservation Texas‟ computer network, File name: “PreservationTexas-

End.Prop.doc.” 
152 Ibid. 
153 Ibid. 
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historic sites and structures by building public awareness; to mobilize community  

resources; and to find appropriate potential buyers and investors.154 

A widely distributed letter sent by Preservation Texas in August/September of 

2003 announced their new program, “Texas‟ Most Endangered Places.”155  In this letter, 

PT explained that the program will be an “annual listing of 5-10 significant places that 

are in jeopardy.”  This letter also requested the recipient‟s assistance in order to identify 

eligible candidates in the different communities.156   

In addition to this general mailing, the Executive Director of PT chose a group of 

representatives from diverse geographic locations to help identify and secure appropriate 

nominations for the program.157  These individuals were expected to personally nominate 

properties in their area.  Additionally, they would provide encouragement and support for 

locals who wished to nominate resources and act as liaisons between PT and the diverse 

communities that it was hoping to serve.158   

The 2004 nomination form (Appendix F) contains four sections: Site Information; 

Nominator Information; Documentation; and a Release Authorization.159  Site 

Information included basic information such as building name, address, owner name, and 

any historic designations.160  Nominator Information asked for the nominator‟s contact 

information.  A legal agreement for the information and images that were provided in the 

application is contained in the Release Authorization section.    

                                                 
154 “Preservation Texas- Background on Revolving Fund Concept and the Endangered Places List.” 
155 Ibid. The letter was distributed to local preservation organizations, the Preservation Texas mailing list, 

and any other relevant groups. 
156 “Preservation Texas- Background on Revolving Fund Concept and the Endangered Places List.”  
157 “Letter to Brooke Sween-McGloin about „agreeing to serve on the Task Force for the 2004 list of Most 

Endangered Places in Texas.‟” Computer document from Preservation Texas, File name: “Task Force 

letter.doc.” 
158 Krista Schreiner Gebbia interview.  
159 Ibid. 
160 Ibid. 
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Documentation was a 400-word report that was intended to tell PT about the 

nominated property.  This narrative was to describe the resource‟s history, significance as 

well as provide an explanation of why the property is threatened.  The nominator was 

also asked to provide contact information for the resource‟s supporters and detractors.  

This section also asked the nominator to explain what they expected listing to do for the 

resource in addition to what they thought PT could do to help situation.  

After the nomination process closed in October, the fifty-five nominations were 

checked for content and accuracy.161  Properties that were nominated for the 2004 list 

ranged in age from the 1965 Astrodome to the 1835 Ammon Underwood House.  They 

also represented such diverse resources as a mill, a natural feature, a historic district, a 

ranch complex and a thematic.162  Many of the nominations submitted in this year were 

submitted by preservation organizations such as the Greater Houston Preservation 

Alliance and the Medina or Motley County Historical Commissions.163 

A Selection Committee was formed to decide on the final recommendations for 

the 2004 list.  The Selection Committee was composed of two representatives from 

Preservation Texas, one from the Texas Historical Commission, one from the National 

Trust for Historic Preservation, and one from the Texas Society of Architects.  Additional 

spaces were filled with individuals who were in some way involved in historic 

                                                 
161 It is interesting to note that based on the number of applications received, the response from the public 

was far greater than what had been anticipated. Original estimation during the program‟s early planning 

stages anticipated twenty-five nominations. 
162 Electronic excel spreadsheet from Preservation Texas‟ computer network, File name: “Most 

Endangered NomineesA.xls.” 
163 Ibid. 
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preservation.164  The Selection Committee met in December and decided on a list of 

thirteen selected properties.165     

Congratulatory letters to the nominators whose resources were chosen were sent 

out at the end of January.  A rejection letter was also mailed; though notably the date 

indicates that this letter went out only eight days before the unveiling was to have 

happened.166    This letter recommended that the nominator could use Preservation Texas‟ 

website as a resource and suggested that the nominator should re-apply in the following 

year if the resource was still threatened.167 

The inaugural list of Texas‟ Most Endangered Places received a large amount of 

press coverage: thirty-seven news segments on local television and twenty-one print 

articles: valued at over $100,000.168  Within weeks of the announcement at the Capitol 

one of the listed properties, Bob‟s Oil Well, reported exciting news: 

We know we had coverage. We have received a great deal of interest due to these 

press releases.  It has focused attention on the plight of this neglected building.  

Today, I visited a friend who is CEO of a large corporate chain, and before I left 

he had given me a very nice donation that will allow us to get started.  He would 

have given me a donation before, but it would have been a much smaller 

amount.169     

                                                 
164 “Preservation Texas- Background on Revolving Fund Concept and the Endangered Places List.” 
165 Ibid. It is not known why PT decided to accept more resources onto the list than had been originally 

indicated. 
166 “Liberty Texas Railroad Depot rejection letter to Edward B. Pickett dated February 11, 2004,” 

Electronic document located on Preservation Texas‟ computer network, File name: “endanger reject on 

ltrhd.doc.” It is possible that those sites may have had other, more advanced notice that they were not going 

to be included. 
167 Ibid. 
168 “Preservation Texas- Background on Revolving Fund Concept and the Endangered Places List.” 
169 Unknown author. Quote taken from the “Preservation Texas- Background on Revolving Fund Concept 

and the Endangered Places List.” document. 
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Texas’ Most Endangered Places Program: 2005-2008 

Nomination forms for the 2005-2008 period showed little change in their form or 

in the information required.  Though, in 2008 three new questions were added to the 

original form.170   The first was a survey about whether or not the nominator was a 

member of PT.  The second asked the nominator if the County Historical Commission 

had been involved with the resource.  When it is considered that there was also a new 

requirement of two letters of support, it becomes clear that PT had begun to think about 

the importance of a local, community base of support.   

Because there is no mention of a Task Force as it was described in 2004, it is 

unclear who did the pre-selection work of checking and verifying information in 2008.  

During this time, the many of the individuals who were a part of the Selection Committee 

were located in the Austin area.171  Each member received a binder that included copies 

of the nominations, contact information for the other members of the Committee, a CD 

with images of the site, the selection criteria guidelines and copies of previous year‟s lists 

for reference.172 

Documents from both 2006 and 2008, entitled “Texas‟ Most Endangered Places: 

Guidelines for Considering Your Choices,” give insight into the selection process.173  

Prior to discussing the nominations with the rest of the Selection Committee, the 

members were asked to consider and score each resource on the following criteria: 

 Significance of the site to the heritage of Texas. 

                                                 
170 “2008 Texas‟ Most Endangered Places List Nomination Form.” Electronic document from Preservation 

Texas‟ computer network, File name: “2008 Nomination Form.doc.” 
171 Krista Schreiner Gebbia interview. 
172 “Letter to the Selection Committee dated November 26, 2007,” Electronic document from Preservation 

Texas‟ computer network,  File name: “Letter to selection committee.doc.” 
173 “Texas‟ Most Endangered Places: Guidelines for Considering Your Choices,” Electronic document 

from Preservation Texas‟ computer network, File names: “TEXAS MEP Criteria.doc” and “TEXAS MEP  

Criteria 2008.doc.” 
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 How would saving the site affect the community in which it is located? 

 Does the organization or person nominating the site have a plan for what 

they will do next? 

 Consider geographic diversity if you have difficulty choosing between two 

comparable nominations.  Award extra points for this. 

 Threats can be demolition; or alterations that would change the integrity of 

the building or structure; or significant loss of historic fabric through 

neglect; or a new development plan or transportation plan that could affect 

the site in the future. How threatened is it?174  

The size of the list varied during these years: twelve in 2005; fourteen in 2006; 

fifteen in 2007; and thirteen in 2008.  This variation in list size bore no relation to the 

numbers of resources that were being nominated.  For example, in 2006 there were 

twenty-five nominations submitted and fourteen sites listed.  In 2008, only eighteen 

resources were nominated yet still thirteen sites were listed.  These years also listed 

multiple broad, thematic nominations such as 2006‟s “Historically and Architecturally 

Significant Neighborhoods of Texas Cities” and 2007‟s “Historic Small Town Theaters.” 

In the middle of this period an interim Executive Director, Krista Schreiner 

Gebbia, was hired.  Her appointment became official in January of 2008.175  She is 

currently the sole employee of Preservation Texas and, together with a dedicated 

volunteer base, is responsible for all of the operations at the organization. 

                                                 
174 “Texas‟ Most Endangered Places: Guidelines for Considering Your Choices.” 
175 Krista Schreiner Gebbia interview. 
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Texas’ Most Endangered Places Program: 2009 

In February of 2009 PT received a “Partners in the Field Challenge Grant” from 

the NTHP.176  This grant is awarded to build the operational capacity of Partner 

organizations by helping them to provide more effective services and programs.177  

Through this grant PT received $90,100 “to expand field services and increase public 

awareness of historic preservation through the Texas‟ Most Endangered Places 

Program.”178  This influx of funds allowed PT to make its Most Endangered program into 

something more than just a single, ceremonial event; it now had the means to become a 

fully functioning program with the ability to provide real assistance.179   

Though the money from the NTHP was not yet in-hand, changes were already 

underway in preparation for 2009‟s list.  A document from May of 2008 describes the 

investigations of a “Most Endangered Places working group” who would study the 

effectiveness of the program based on feedback from stakeholders, nominators and the 

Program‟s public relations consultant.180  From this analysis, five improvements were 

suggested by the PT working group for the upcoming 2009 List:181 

1) Improved Nomination Process 

The nomination form for the 2009 list displays substantial changes.182  In addition 

to an expanded length, changes in the information requested and the wording of the 

                                                 
176 Krista Schreiner Gebbia interview. 
177 “National Trust Preservation Funds,” National Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed March 4, 2011, 

http://www .preservationnation.org/resources/find-funding/grants/. 
178 “Partners in the Field Round Two,” National Trust for Historic Preservation, accessed February 6, 

2011, http://www.preservation nation.org/resources/find-funding/grants/partners-in-the-field-round-

two.html. 
179 Krista Schreiner Gebbia interview. 
180 “Scope of Work,” Electronic document on Preservation Texas‟ computer network, File name: “Scope of 

Work ME 2009 List.doc.” 
181 Ibid. 
182 “2009 Texas‟ Most Endangered Places List Nomination Form,” Electronic document on Preservation 

Texas‟ computer network, File name: “2009 Most Endangered Nomination Form.doc.” 
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document are also found.183  At the top of the form is a new, four-paragraph introduction 

to the program that gave clear instructions.  Additionally, the Site Information section 

now includes a request for the dates of any alterations that were made.   

For the first time the nominator is directly asked whether or not the current 

property owner is aware of this nomination.  While this does not require the nominator to 

contact the owner, this information would be useful for PT‟s use.  Later nomination 

forms would change this requirement in response to specific needs.   

Instead of a narrative response to multiple questions, the 2009 nomination form 

gives each question its own space.  By separating each inquiry, PT gave the nominator an 

opportunity to give clear and direct answers to each individual question.  This clarity 

would also result in an easier selection process, as the answers to specific questions could 

easily be found and understood. 

2) Evaluation of the Sites on the 2004-2007 Most Endangered Places List 

While there are several updates in PT‟s file from 2007, a large percentage of these 

updates are from 2008.  In 2008 an eleven-question evaluation was given to the 

nominators of previously listed properties.  This questionnaire asked important questions 

such as “Is the site still endangered?” and “What impact did the Most Endangered listing 

have on the site?”  This second question went straight to the heart of what needed to be 

investigated: the long-term effects of the Most Endangered program on those threatened 

resources that were listed.184   

 

 

                                                 
183 Until 2009, Preservation Texas‟ nomination forms were only one sheet in length. 
184 An intern also cold-called sites in an effort to get more responses. 
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3) Improved Planning for Main Announcement and Press Conference on the Steps of the 

Capitol 

Since 2004, Shirley Wills & Associates has managed the public relations and 

publicity needs for the Texas‟ Most Endangered Places program.185  Involvement with 

the public relations firm starts early; coordination is normally begun in the middle of 

July.186  In addition to working with Preservation Texas to create promotional materials 

and visual aids (Figs. 11 & 12), Shirley Wills & Associates creates the media advisories 

and news releases, script for the announcement‟s news conference, and distributes the 

necessary information to relevant media outlets. 187  This professional assistance enables 

PT to use the program and its announcement event as a way to reach a wider audience.  

4) Site-specific Press Conferences 

New in 2009‟s program was the idea of site-specific press events that would both 

extend and expand the media‟s interest in the program.  Two sites were selected from the 

2009 list: the Scenic Loop-Boerne Stage Corridor and Galveston‟s Strand and Mechanic 

National Historic Landmark Districts.188  These press events were an opportunity for 

representatives to speak to a local audience about the resource‟s needs.  These additional 

media events were considered to be successful, as both sites received additional coverage.  

 

                                                 
185 Krista Schreiner Gebbia interview. 
186 “2009 Texas‟ Most Endangered Places List Selection and Announcement Implementation Plan,” 

Electronic document from Preservation Texas‟ computer network, File name: “2009 Most Endangered 

Implementation Plan.doc.” 
187 Full-color 5x10 inch mailing, Electronic document from Preservation Texas‟ computer network, File 

name: “endangered call for entries3.pdf.”  “Draft: Shirley Wills & Associates Timeline: Publicity for the 

Preservation Texas 2009 List of Texas‟ Most Endangered Historic Places,” Electronic document found on 

Preservation Texas‟ computer network, File name: “2009 MEP Time Line draft.doc.” 
188 “2009 Implementation Plan.” 
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5) Improved Website and Database of Most Endangered Places 

By using the online internet archive tool, WayBackMachine, it was possible to 

investigate Preservation Texas‟ website as it looked in years past.189   Though many of 

the images and file links are no longer operable, it is possible to see the text and 

                                                 
189 Dates of coverage from the period between 2002 and 2009, WayBackMachine, accessed February 27, 

2011,  http://waybackmachine.org/  

Figure 11: Back of the 2009 mailing. 

Figure 11: Front of the 2009 mailing. 
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arrangement of the organization‟s webpages through the years.  It is obvious that small 

changes have taken place as the organization has progressed, but there are no obvious 

changes between 2007 and the beginning of 2009.  Even in 2011, the basic form and use 

of the website remains largely the same. 

 

Texas’ Most Endangered Places Program: 2010-2011 

The 2010 nomination form was altered slightly by removing the descriptive 

paragraphs at the heading and requiring more information from the nominators.190  One 

such additional requirement was the governmental specifics of the resource‟s area 

(Senate, House and U.S. Congressional District representatives).  Information such as this 

would have been used by PT in their efforts both for the resource and in general 

operations.   

The 2010 nomination also changed the wording of its inquiry as to whether or not 

the current property owner was aware of the property being listed.191  A clause below that 

question was entirely new to the process: “PT requires that the owner be notified of this 

nomination prior to submission.”  Additionally, the nominator was now asked to 

“describe the owner‟s position on the condition of the property and any attempts to work 

with the owner.”   

This owner notification requirement was emphasized in the 2011 nomination 

form.192  The result of these questions was that the nominator was required to make 

contact with the owner(s).  This additional emphasis was likely due to 2010‟s issues 

                                                 
190 “2010 Texas‟ Most Endangered List Nomination Form,” Electronic document from Preservation Texas‟ 

computer network, File name: “2010 Most Endangered Nomination Form.doc.” 
191 Ibid. 
192 “Texas‟ Most Endangered List Nomination Form,” Electronic file from Preservation Texas‟ computer 

network, File name: “2011 Most Endangered Nomination Form.doc.” 
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surrounding the removal, and subsequent relisting under a different title, of the San 

Jacinto Battleground State Historic Site. 193  In this situation, inadequate or improper 

owner notification resulted in an unfortunate disagreement between the nominators, the 

site‟s owners and Preservation Texas.   

Selections for 2011‟s list were made by a Task Force of individuals from 

throughout the state.194  A copy of one of this year‟s refusal letters included an 

explanation about why the Task Force chose to not list the resource.195  Possibly to keep 

the tone positive, the letter also contained suggestions from the Task Force on the next 

steps that should be taken in their pursuit of saving the historic resource. 

As is done each year, the 2011 Texas‟ Most Endangered Places list was 

announced at the Texas State Capitol.  Preferably this press conference is done on the 

grand and photogenic south steps of the Capitol.  But for both 2010 and 2011‟s 

announcements inclement weather resulted in a change of venue for the announcement‟s 

press conference. 

 

IN SUMMARY: 

Understanding the path of development that Preservation Texas‟ Most 

Endangered program has followed will enable an understanding of its current form and 

functions.  Before analyzing its operations it was important to know about the events and 

situations that have been instrumental in shaping it.  With this background information, it 

is now possible to objectively look at the program‟s strengths and weaknesses in order to 

assist in Preservation Texas‟ self-examination.                                  

                                                 
193 Interview with Krista Schreiner Gebbia. 
194 Ibid. 
195 “Rejection Letter,” Electronic file from Preservation Texas‟ computer network, File name: “Rejection 

letter.docx.” 
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Chapter 5: Findings and their Application to Texas’ Program 

“Endangerment and Achievement are the bookends of historic preservation.  The first 

identifies challenges and determines priorities for advocacy, while the second rewards 

those who took the challenge and place significance on our heritage.”196 

    Dwayne Jones, past Preservation Texas Board Member 

Most Endangered programs are a vitally important tool because of their ability to 

provide focus for the organizations that use them.  With such a broad area of influence, 

statewide preservation advocacy organizations are not able to be active participants in the 

rescue and restoration of every threatened resource.  By creating a Most Endangered list, 

the organization is able to select certain resources to focus their attention on; resources 

that already have a base of support that is invested in their continued existence.  By 

focusing their efforts, the organization is able to provide specific examples of best 

practices and protocol to the citizens who depend on their guidance.  This focus is 

essential considering that preservation advocacy organization usually operate with 

limited staff, money and time. 

Having a Most Endangered list may seem like an obvious choice for statewide 

preservation advocacy.  Because of the widespread use of these lists, there is ample 

precedent to inform about the typical format and operations.  There is also a great degree 

of flexibility within these programs; they can be as basic or involved as the organization 

needs.  It is up to the individual organizations to research and investigate the possibilities 

in order to determine the best format for their situation.   

Each statewide preservation advocacy organization determines what their goals 

are for using a Most Endangered list.  There are many factors that quantify a list‟s 

effectiveness such as saving historic resources from the wrecking ball, promoting the 

practice of historic preservation in cities and communities, and changing public policy in 

                                                 
196 “Preservation Texas- Background on Revolving Fund Concept and the Endangered Places List.” 
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favor of preserving historic sites.  But in order for these programs to succeed, the 

organizations that use them must think about what they are hoping to achieve in relation 

to what is possible considering the available resources.  Furthermore, whether or not the 

Most Endangered model is the best tool to achieve the organization‟s goals must also be 

considered.  Simply emulating what others are doing without introspection will not 

always be enough to achieve the desired results.   

A part of the purpose for this thesis has been to inform a professional audience, 

both at the statewide and local levels, about the history and current operations of Most 

Endangered lists.  It is hoped that this information will be beneficial to those 

organizations that already maintain such lists, and will enable them to view their own 

programs from a different perspective.  But this thesis can also act as a guide to those 

organizations who do not currently maintain a Most Endangered program by informing 

them of its benefits and failings as an advocacy tool.   

The primary goal, however, is to assist Preservation Texas in looking objectively 

at their Texas‟ Most Endangered Places program during a period of organizational 

introspection.  While continuous self-analysis is an important part of any advocacy 

organization, Preservation Texas is currently investigating their operations in an effort to 

be more effective at their mission and goals.  Through this research it is possible to 

understand the ways in which Preservation Texas can better succeed in its goals of 

preserving historic resources, educating the public about the importance of historic 

preservation, and promoting preservation in the state of Texas. 
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EIGHT CRITERIA FOR MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS IN MOST ENDANGERED PROGRAMS  

By examining a broad range of Most Endangered programs and analyzing the 

similarities and differences between them, certain practices and trends stood out as being 

particularly useful in promoting historic preservation.  During the course of research and 

writing for this thesis, observations of the individual program‟s operations resulted in the 

development of a list of eight criteria that are the hallmarks of a successful Most 

Endangered list.  These eight criteria of a successful Most Endangered program result in: 

1) no demolitions or loss of integrity 

2) improved public perception and awareness of historic preservation 

3) increased diversity of listed resources 

4) perception of the Most Endangered program as professional 

5) sustained contact over time 

6) quality relationships with the sites that were not selected 

7) statewide involvement in the selection process  

8) effective assistance offered 

Each of these eight criteria are not essential to the basic operations of a Most 

Endangered list.  Rather, they are a collection of specific outcomes that are indicative of 

the overall effectiveness of the program.  The organizations that were investigated  

(Colorado Preservation, Inc., the Mississippi Heritage Trust, Preserve Nevada, 

Preservation New Jersey, Preservation Texas, and the Washington Trust for Historic 

Preservation) embody and accomplish each of these criteria with varying degrees of 

success.  In looking at how they miss or meet each of these criteria, opinions can be 

formed about enhancing future operations. 
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1. No demolitions or loss of integrity. 

This is the most basic way that one can determine the relative success or failure of 

a Most Endangered program.  More “wins” than “losses” would indicate that a program 

is achieving its goals of saving historic resources from demolition.  But even this type of 

a straightforward report results in difficulties when the programs are compared against 

one another.  The following section examines each organization‟s reported statuses of the 

past listed resources in an attempt to understand the nature of this variable. 

 

 CPI MHT PNJ PN PT WTHP 

SAVED 27% 20% 16% 11% 28% 23% 

IN-PROGRESS 48% 58% 46% 31% 38% 22% 

THREATENED 20% 18% 40% 46% 29% 22% 

LOST 5% 3% 13% 11% 5% 25% 

OTHER 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 

Figure 12: The self-reported current status of listed resources for each program.197  Data 

compiled by author.  

While looking at the percentages of saved, in-progress, lost or threatened 

resources, it is not surprising that the largest numbers are usually observed in the 

somewhat vague categories of threatened and in-progress.198  However, some results 

were not expected.   

For example, both CPI and PT report low numbers of lost resources.  But PT, with 

its single staff member, reports a higher rate of success than CPI, with its full-time 

                                                 
197 Data compiled by author from the organization‟s websites and publications. Results span each 

program‟s entire operating time up until the most recent past list. Pie charts of this data are located in 

Appendix H. 
198 With the exception of the Washington Trust for Historic Preservation. 
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program manager, claims.  CPI, MHT, PNJ and PT each report that lost resources makes 

up the smallest percentage of their programs‟ results.  However, the number of lost 

resources for the WTHP is bigger than any other category.  This is surprising considering 

that those resources that remain severely threatened are continuously listed through the 

annual Watch List.    

In thinking about these types of surprising results, it becomes apparent that this 

type of comparison may not be indicative of a program‟s true effectiveness.  Many 

variables contribute to the difficulty in determining a program‟s rates of success and 

failure.  For example, an organization‟s choice to only list properties that have a 

relatively strong chance of success would certainly enable them to report higher success 

rates than an organization that took chances on riskier resources.  Or, an organization‟s 

strict guidelines about what constitutes a save could result in the appearance that it has 

had more losses than another organization that was more flexible. 

An honest accounting of the current status of listed properties is necessary to 

inform the public about the Most Endangered program‟s progress and importance in 

saving historic resources.  While direct comparisons between these programs is not 

possible, the organizations can use their own reporting to help educate those that are 

interested in what is happening in their state.   

PNJ effectively provides thorough and complete updates to the interested public.  

The updates that they provide are often detailed chronological reports that describe what 

is happening to the resource in the months and years after it has been listed.  A person 

who is interested in knowing more about the process of saving a historic resource could 

read these updates to get ideas of what others have done in similar situations.  

Additionally, the contact information of the individual or group that is involved with the 

resource is provided.  This would allow those who are interested in assisting in the 
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preservation of the resource the ability to directly contact a relevant representative.  

Considering Preservation Texas‟ high success rate, it is unfortunate that there are so few 

updates available to the public.  By highlighting the successes that have come out of their 

program, Preservation Texas can benefit off of the good work that it has done. 

 

2. Improved public perception and awareness of historic preservation. 

Assistance to the listed properties is an obvious benefit of a Most Endangered 

program.  However, a more important role of the program is as an informational tool.  

The power of information in this situation comes from its ability to inform the public 

about ways to promote preservation, make the public aware of the importance of 

preservation, and act as a way to galvanize others into action.199 

 Unlike programs such as grants or technical assistance that only benefit a select 

few, a Most Endangered program allows an inclusivity that transcends material 

ownership; focusing instead on preservation as a social right for the health and happiness 

of all.  Because of this accessibility to the citizens that they serve, a Most Endangered list 

provides preservation advocacy organizations with a platform from which they can reach 

out and involve a substantial audience.  CPI‟s Endangered Places Program Manager 

spends much of his time on the road, travelling around the state promoting the program 

and assisting the listed properties.  Lacking the staff, Mississippi‟s widely traveled 

exhibit and booklet enable the program to visit citizens across the state, garnering support 

and a wider audience for historic preservation. 

A once-a-year announcement event receives publicity and enthusiasm for only a 

short time, leaving the rest of the year empty for those not actively involved in the 

                                                 
199 J.M. Schuster, Preserving the Built Heritage: Tools for implementation (Hanover & London: University 

Press of New England, 1997), 102. 
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resource‟s endeavors.  Without routine exposure throughout the operating area, it is 

difficult for these programs to maintain the interest and awareness of its citizen base.  

Additional, related events to keep the public‟s attention require planning; however, they 

can be invaluable as a way to engage the community long after the initial media interest 

has died down.200  While the time to organize these types of extra material and activities 

might not be available to Preservation Texas, the organization could encourage and 

advise the resource‟s local stewards and preservation groups in activities that could help 

to keep the resource, and the Most Endangered program, on the citizen‟s minds.       

 

3. Increased diversity of listed resources. 

Historic preservation can be perceived as an exclusive, unrealistic endeavor by 

those who are in under-represented demographics.  It has only been relatively recently 

that a conscious effort has been made to include resources such as folk arts, landscapes, 

African American architecture or Native American sites.  While some progress in 

involving these populations has been made, any gains are limited by negative perceptions 

that these groups may have about preservation. 

The most effective way to increase diversity in a Most Endangered program is to 

spread awareness of the program‟s existence.  While the organization‟s usual promotional 

tools and partner organizations are important, a statewide network of dedicated 

volunteers who are passionate about the program can have a farther reach.  Colorado‟s 

use of their fifty to sixty-member Selection Committee is an excellent example of this.  

While these men and women may not be actively or consciously promoting the program, 

their interest and involvement is likely not limited to their one-a-year responsibilities.  

                                                 
200 Examples include the Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation‟s “Work Days,” lectures, and site visits or 

open houses. 
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Mississippi‟s traveling exhibit could have a similar effect if an effort is made to schedule 

stops for the exhibit to be shown in under-represented areas. 

 Accessibility is another component of increasing diversity within the program.  

For all of the organizations investigated, problems with accessibility are seen both in the 

language used and the wording that is selected to communicate about the program.  In 

Texas, 34.63% of the population speaks Spanish as their primary language.  But despite 

this high percentage, there is no Spanish-language nomination form or translated yearly 

brochure to accommodate these large communities.  This lack has the effect of limiting 

the Hispanic population‟s involvement and interest in the program.  

Even for those individuals who may speak English as a primary or second 

language, the preservation-related jargon and formal wording used in the nomination 

forms could make them difficult for some to understand.  Preservation Texas and the 

other organizations that were investigated do offer their contact information for the 

nominator to use should they require assistance.  But the initial perception of the 

difficulty in nominating a resource may be a more compelling reason not to try.  This 

language and terminology issue is not one that can be easily resolved.  Instead 

organizations that hope to use Most Endangered lists need to consider the ways that they 

can promote inclusion in all aspects of their operations.   

 

4. Perception of the Most Endangered program as professional. 

A Most Endangered program is limited by the willingness of the public to 

participate in its process during, and after, listing.  Because of this reliance on the 

public‟s perception to achieve its goals, it is imperative that Most Endangered programs 

are perceived as professional tools that will be used by qualified and skilled 
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organizations.  No matter the size or financial situation of the organization, the public 

perception will weigh heavily on its program‟s effectiveness.  

With the proliferation of online content in the past decade, an organization‟s web 

presence is its first, and most important, promotional tool.  While the site‟s content is 

important, the look and user experience of the pages can have a strong effect on the 

viewer‟s perception of the organization that is represented.  CPI, PNJ and the WTHP 

have particularly effective websites.  These organization‟s websites are supported by high 

graphic quality, intuitive arrangement of the organization‟s material and the use of 

advanced design and coding.    

Preservation Texas‟ webpages contain all of the needed and expected information.  

However, it lacks the graphic smoothness of other websites.  As was discussed with 

Mississippi and Nevada‟s format for reporting past listed sites, Preservation Texas 

maintains each year‟s list in a long format on a single page.  Without having a key to the 

location of specific online content, it would be difficult for unfamiliar users to find 

specific entries.  Additionally, the design and format of the different year‟s pages varies 

in Preservation Texas‟s website, resulting in a dis-jointed and unorganized appearance.    

An honest accounting of the organization‟s success and failures is also important 

in establishing and maintaining a sense of professionalism about a Most Endangered 

program.  Any organization can put out a Most Endangered list each year and do little 

else with it.  So, as was discussed earlier, it is essential that the organization provides 

clear examples with tallies of its milestones and failures. 

CPI, PNJ, PN and the MHT all describe, in varying amounts of detail, the 

resource‟s progress leading up to the most current update.  The WTHP does not give any 

written progress report, preferring to simply label the resource with a short status.  

Preservation Texas has listed eight-nine sites prior to 2011, yet it only provides updates 
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for six resources.  Without those updates, the viewer is left wondering what happened to 

those resources, perhaps assuming that no progress has been made in that unreported 

ninety-three percent.  If the facts are not available to prove that the program is a valuable 

asset to the communities it is intended to serve, it may be difficult for the public to 

appreciate or support the program or its parent organization. 

The announcement event is another important factor in the perceived 

professionalism of the program.  For Preservation Texas, the formal announcement is 

ideally made on the grand and photogenic front steps of the Texas State Capitol.  In order 

to facilitate media coverage, local news outlets are made aware of the time and location 

of the event in advance.  For the past two years the early February weather has not 

permitted this use of an outside venue.  In 2010 there was a contingency plan available to 

address the situation, but 2011‟s announcement was without plans for an alternative 

space.  After investigating all of the available options, the announcement was given in a 

small meeting space within the Capitol that was barely able to fit all of those who had 

come for the event.  While there is no way to predict the weather, it was unfortunate that 

the program‟s primary publicity event was diminished in this way.  Further consideration 

and planning needs to consider all factors in these types of situations; ensuring that the 

program is perceived as a well-run and effective.           

 

5. Sustained contact over time. 

Preservation New Jersey‟s Program Director admitted that maintaining contact 

with past listed resources is a constant struggle within their organization.201  The staff 

members do make themselves available to the listed sites whenever expert assistance is 

                                                 
201 Stephanie Cherry-Farmer interview. 
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requested via phone or email.  But if the resource does not maintain contact with the 

organization and the preservation efforts wane over time, PNJ‟s involvement in the 

project will disappear.  Maintaining contact with past sites is essential to every Most 

Endangered list‟s operations because without it the program is not able to function. 

Both the MHT and PN use the in-between year to check in on the progress that 

has been made on their past listed sites.  Additionally, in Mississippi many of the listed 

properties receive grants from the State Historic Preservation Office.  These awards 

typically involve regular follow-up and progress reports, which the MHT can then use in 

its operations. Maine Preservation gives online access to an “easy and fun status report 

survey!”202 

CPI is currently in the process of setting up a formal system for contacting each 

resource every six months.  Currently, the program maintains a direct presence with 

many of their listed properties, allowing them to be “constantly plugged in” to the 

threatened resource.203  Other sites are not as active, necessitating phone calls to check in 

on the resource‟s progress and to inquire about any needs or questions.  Mr. Eidman 

stated that it was difficult to make these phone calls to the less-active sites, as each call 

often means the creation of a week‟s worth of new work for the organization.  However, 

CPI taking this time to ensure contact both keeps projects on track and ensures that the 

endeavors do not fail because of lack of involvement on the organization‟s part.    

At the WTHP each listed resource has a site representative who is geographically 

close to the site.  In the past, it was the implied responsibility of the site representative to 

maintain contact with the listed sites.  These expectations were never fully formalized, so 

                                                 
202 “Introducing Maine‟s Most Endangered Historic Properties,” Maine Preservation, accessed April 2, 

2011, http://www.mainepreservation.com/Endangered/index.shtml. 
203 Patrick Eidman interview. 
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currently the organization is developing a set of guidelines for its site representatives.  

This way, those who decide to take part in the program will know exactly what is 

expected of them.  

At Preservation Texas, the large size of the state and small staff results in 

difficulties in maintaining on-site contact with each of the sites.  While the Executive 

Director has made substantial progress by visiting many of the past listed sites since her 

appointment in 2007, there is still a backlog of past resources that have not yet been 

visited.  In addition to the Most Endangered program, the Executive Director is 

responsible for all of the organization‟s many operations.  Because of this responsibility 

overload it is not surprising that the nominator of one of the 2011 Texas‟ Most 

Endangered Places sites felt that no contact or progress had been made, even two months 

after the announcement.    

Understanding that time and staff are necessarily limited for each aspect of the 

organization‟s operations, Preservation Texas would benefit from developing their 

volunteer base.  Examples such as PN‟s student workers or the WTHP‟s site 

representatives prove that it is possible to have a force of dedicated volunteers to assist in 

some of the program‟s operations.    

 

6. Quality relationships with the resources that were not selected. 

While the selected resources are the focus of the Most Endangered list, the many 

un-chosen sites should not be ignored or forgotten.  If nothing else, these sites represent 

individuals and groups who are interested in preservation within their communities.  The 

way that the organization interacts with these rejected resources can either make the 
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nominators more impassioned or result in people who are uninterested in the process that 

they were not chosen to be a part of.  

Preservation Texas‟ use of a positively worded letter to the unselected sites is an 

important step towards maintaining positive relationships.  In a 2011 letter to a site not 

listed, Preservation Texas suggests next steps that could be undertaken by the nominators.  

A complimentary year-long membership to Preservation Texas and invitations to 

upcoming preservation-related events helps to engage the representatives of these 

resources despite having not been chosen for listing.   

Additionally, the letter encourages the nominator to contact Preservation Texas 

with any future questions.  Preservation Texas responds to calls from all individuals who 

seek their assistance.  Because of this, it is likely that the unlisted resource‟s nominator 

will receive support from Preservation Texas if they take the time to ask.   

At the Preservation Alliance of Minnesota, the organization maintains an online 

list with descriptions, of all of the properties that were nominated the current year.204  

Nomination processes are somewhat involved, and each individual who completes one 

has spent a significant amount of time and effort on it.  By making the choice to provide a 

space for these resources to get online exposure, a simple action can be perceived as a 

benefit resulting from all of the nominator‟s hard work.  This perceived perk of 

nominating sites can then act as an incentive to more individuals to nominate their 

community‟s historic resources.  This option could be a good way for Preservation Texas 

to show their support of those who have taken the time to participate in the program.       

                                                 
204 “10 Most Endangered Historic Places,” Preservation Alliance of Minnesota, accessed May 2, 2011, 

http://www.mnpreservation.org/programs/ten-most-endangered/. 
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7. Statewide involvement in the selection process. 

Direct observations were possible for Preservation Texas‟s 2011 final selections 

meeting.  Prior to the meeting each member had received a binder that included all of the 

submission materials from each of the nominated sites.  For this meeting the Task Force 

met at Preservation Texas‟ office to go over each of the nomination‟s history and 

information.  The members were then expected to discuss whether or not each of the sites 

merited listing based on the selections criteria that had been previously decided upon by 

Preservation Texas.   

While the thirteen official members of the Task force were dispersed fairly widely 

throughout the state (Fig. 14), only those from the area directly surrounding Austin were 

in attendance.  Those who were not in attendance supplied their scoring sheets, but this 

static correspondence did little to facilitate discussion of each resource‟s merits. 

Because of Texas‟ large geographic 

size, varied landscapes and diverse cultures, 

the importance of a geographically and 

demographically varied Selection Committee 

is paramount.  While resources from multiple 

areas of the state were selected for the 2011 

list, not having dynamic representation from 

Texas‟ different regions resulted in limited 

discussion at the selection meeting.   

Preservation Texas has connections to 

a wide variety of local historical societies, 

neighborhood groups and city historic 

preservation offices, all staffed and run by individuals who are interested in and 

Figure 14: Location of the 2011Task 

Force members.  Image 

by author. 
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passionate about historic preservation.  Considering the accessibility of virtual 

communication, it strange that Preservation Texas does not use technologies such as 

teleconferencing for an important meeting like this.  For this type of a program to 

succeed, a larger and more diverse group of reviewers can only be a benefit in the 

program‟s operations and effectiveness.      

 

8. Effective assistance offered. 

Effective assistance is that which supports the listed resource in achieving both its 

short and long-term goals.  Every organization that oversees a Most Endangered list 

provides some sort of assistance to those resources that are listed, but the exact methods 

and offerings differ.  It is the different circumstance of the organization that has a direct 

effect on what sorts of assistance is available to the listed properties, and how well this 

assistance is provided.   

An organization that has the capabilities of providing grants or other financial 

incentives is not the norm.  Having some sort of financial backing, though, can help to 

both create interest in the program and assist in preserving the threatened properties.  For 

example, the WTHP runs the Valerie Sivinski Washington Preserves Fund.  This 

$2,000.00 grant is typically only offered to nonprofit or public agencies.  However, those 

properties that are listed on Washington‟s Most Endangered Historic Properties list are 

allowed to participate.  In Mississippi many of the listed properties become grant 

recipients from awards given through the Mississippi Department of Archives & History.  

While they are not always able to provide monetary assistance directly, all of the 

organizations that were investigated do offer advisory support to the listed properties as 

they apply for external grants, loans and tax incentives. 
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While actual financial incentives can help in getting a historic stabilization project 

started, the largest type of assistance given by the organizations that were studied is 

informational or technical in nature.  Often the individuals who have nominated 

properties just need someone to speak with them about how to proceed.  These hours can 

be used to help develop a plan of action, educate the nominators about historic 

preservation, and connect the resource with those individuals who can assist it in its 

endeavors.   

With its program-specific staff members, CPI‟s program is well equipped to give 

one-on-one assistance to their listed properties.  Of the 125 sites that have been listed 

since the program‟s inception in 1997, eighty-six have received “intensive technical 

assistance” from the Most Endangered Places program.205  The Endangered Places 

Program Manager is often on the road, visiting the listed sites and supporting their 

efforts.  This is only possible because the individual who is responsible for this outreach 

is able to concentrate fully on the program‟s needs, without spending time running the 

organization‟s other programs or general operations. 

Networking is also vitally important for those involved with the threatened 

property.  By connecting the site‟s champions with professionals and others who are 

interested in the resources continues existence, the preservation advocacy organization 

provides the nominator with the tools to achieve their objectives.        

Preservation Texas provides assistance and support to its listed sites through a 

wide variety of methods.  A Facebook page is frequently updated with news and 

information about the listed sites, providing an easily accessible venue for those sites to 

                                                 
205 “Endangered Places,” Colorado Preservation, Inc., accessed April 10, 2010, 

http://coloradopreservation.org/programs/ endangered-places/. 

http://coloradopreservation.org/programs/%20endangered-places/
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inform others about their needs and activities.  The organization also provides extensive 

phone and email support to the sites.   

Additionally, Preservation Texas‟ various events and gatherings throughout the 

year provide a valuable networking tool to the listed resources.  While it may not be 

possible for the nominators from more distant areas of Texas to participate in each of 

these events, Preservation Texas does help to connect those sites with their local historic 

preservation groups or organizations.  Often these groups have their own, local programs 

and activities that serve similar purposes as Preservation Texas‟s networking events.   

At the yearly Preservation Conference or Summit, PT‟s announcement of the 

Most Endangered list gives the properties an opportunity to gather together and be 

noticed by a statewide audience.    In 2010 the announcement event happened at the 

beginning of the Preservation Conference, giving the newly listed properties the 

opportunity to address a large, captive audience.  In 2011, however, the press conference 

was scheduled for the day after the Preservation Summit, limiting the audience that 

would be present to receive the newly-listed sites.   

 

IN SUMMARY: 

These eight criteria act as a guide to facilitate an organization‟s analysis of the 

effectiveness of their Most Endangered program.  While a wide variety of programmatic 

differences make each program unique, any organization can examine their Most 

Endangered program by considering how its operations address each of the entries on the 

list.  While the examples that were given in this section cannot hope to represent all of the 

possible variables, these criteria invite the reader to reflect on their own situation and 

consider what lessons can be learned through objective and thoughtful analysis.  
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Conclusion 

The ever increasing demand on preservation advocacy organizations proves their   

value and importance in the communities they serve.  Each organization is doing the best 

that their available time, money and budget allow.  But, they are often being asked to 

provide more assistance with fewer resources.  Without the dedicated efforts of these 

organizations, historic preservation on a local level would likely be vastly different, and 

less successful, than the professional and organized presence that we experience today.   

Most Endangered programs at their most basic— a simple listing of at-risk 

resources that is used to inform others— can be operated on a shoestring budget with 

little assistance.  This has likely been a major factor in the proliferation of Most 

Endangered lists in the United States.  But for these programs to really achieve their goals 

of helping to save threatened resources and increase local and statewide awareness of 

historic preservation, additional thought and resources are needed. 

Perhaps the most important action of a Most Endangered list is in its ability to 

focus the organization‟s efforts on a select group of resources.  A statewide preservation 

advocacy organization cannot be everywhere and assist everyone, making this selection 

of a small subset of resources especially important.  Preservation Texas, and many of the 

Most Endangered programs nationwide, makes the mistake of not fully utilizing this in its 

program‟s operations.   

The number of resources that are listed should be directly related to the amount of 

time and resources the organization is able to provide.  If the organization can provide 

direct assistance to five properties every year, then the list should be limited to this 

number.  Unless the organization‟s only goal for their Most Endangered list is call 

attention to as many threatened properties as is possible, more listed resources are not a 
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measure of the program‟s quality or effectiveness.  The capacity of the organization in 

assisting listed resources towards real and lasting stability far outweighs the spectacle of 

publishing a larger list that the organization is ultimately unable to support.   

Since 2003, the adequately staffed Colorado Preservation, Inc. has only listed 

between four and six properties a year.  While Preservation Texas is listing fewer 

properties than it did in its earlier years, still the organization listed ten resources in 2011.  

If a well-funded and large-staffed organization like CPI considers six to be a good cut-off 

number, Preservation Texas‟ attempts to provide support to nearly double the number of 

sites with fewer resources does not make sense.  The program and the public would 

benefit far more from a smaller list that would enable the organization to focus on 

making the resources that are listed into effective educational tools for the citizens they 

work for. 

In examining different statewide preservation advocacy organizations and their 

Most Endangered programs, it becomes apparent that their overall effectiveness in 

operations is directly tied to, and dependent upon, adequate staffing. For Preservation 

Texas, addressing the needs of nearly 100 present and past-listed resources is nearly 

impossible for one individual to accomplish.  But that is exactly what is expected of 

Preservation Texas and other, similarly staffed organizations. 

Local preservation organizations use Preservation Texas‟ Most Endangered list 

for the statewide publicity, but in return are these organizations participating in the 

operations of the program?  With their network of local organizations and groups, 

Preservation Texas should have a vast network of professionals who can help share some 

of the work required for the nomination process and maintenance of current status 

reports.  CPI, PN and WTHP all depend on and expect their Executive Board members 

and Committees to be intimately involved with the Most Endangered program‟s 
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operations.  In these instances, all of the organization‟s operations benefit as a result of 

this shared burden.   

Like Preserve Nevada, Preservation Texas is located close to a major University 

with a Graduate Program in historic preservation.  A Graduate Program is a potentially 

limitless source of dedicated and passionate volunteer workers; especially if there is a 

way to tie work done at the organization to academic credit.  An organized and mutually 

beneficial partnership between the Preservation Texas and the University would provide 

valuable experience to the students while assisting the organization with its program‟s 

operations.  

A full accounting of past-listed resource‟s current statuses is something that is too 

often overlooked or put off in many organizations all across the country.  Undertaking the 

somewhat daunting task of following up with each property that has been listed may 

seem like an exercise in futility, especially if there is a backlog of sites that have not been 

routinely visited.  But the benefit of this follow-up to both the organization and the public 

is substantial.  By knowing what sites have succeeded and which have failed to thrive, the 

organization that is running the Most Endangered program can gain a better 

understanding of their program‟s strengths and weaknesses.  This accountability also 

ensures that resources don‟t fall through the cracks, forgotten until a newspaper clipping 

of the structure‟s demolition arrives on the desk of the relevant staff member.  

For the public, an honest reckoning of “wins” and “losses” shows that there is 

positive progress to be made through nominating properties to the list.  The people that 

these organizations exist to serve will benefit from knowing what is happening to these 

properties in the months and years after the initial announcement.  It even possible that 

this knowledge of a resource‟s success would encourage others who are interested in 

saving their historic cultural resources. 
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While a Most Endangered program should be a highly effective agent of change 

in the states and communities it serves, it can too easily cycle into a difficult and 

contradictory, no-win situation.  It is apparent that it is difficult for one person to 

effectively run a statewide preservation organization while also providing the large 

amount of support and planning that is needed for a Most Endangered program.  But to 

secure additional staff or resources for the program, additional funding is required.  In 

order for an organization to generate monetary support from the people that it serves, 

there needs to be accountability, updates and the sense of the program getting something 

done.  However, without the additional staff that proof is hard to obtain.  This has the 

result of locking the program, and those who operate it on minimal resources, in game of 

catch-up that cannot be won.  

For Preservation Texas, addressing the all of the needs of present and past-listed 

resources is nearly impossible for one individual to accomplish.  The Executive Director 

has been instrumental in promoting preservation to a wide Texas‟ audience, often being 

mistaken for the work of multiple staff members by those unfamiliar with the 

organization.  But without more involvement by other individuals or an adjustment in the 

scale of the program, the assistance that can be provided will always be out of proportion 

and inadequate to current needs.     

A statewide Most Endangered program in Texas makes sense.  With its vast 

geography, differing climates and varied demographics, a centralized list that reveals the 

great breadth and scope of the state‟s threatened historic resources is invaluable.  

Preservation Texas already accomplishes great things throughout the state.  By 

considering the ideas and opinions that were formed during the research and writing of 

this thesis, nonprofit preservation advocacy organizations like Preservation Texas can 
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make their Most Endangered program into a highly effective tool to promote preservation 

as a valuable and viable option. 
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Appendices 

APPENDIX A: STATEWIDE MOST ENDANGERED WEBPAGE ADDRESSES206 

                                                 
206 All listed URLs were active as of April 29

th
, 2011. 
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APPENDIX B: STATEWIDE MOST ENDANGERED LISTS DATA 
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APPENDIX C: NOMINATION FORMS 

Colorado 
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Mississippi Heritage Trust 
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Preservation New Jersey 
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Washington Trust for Historic Preservation 
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APPENDIX D: TYPES OF RESOURCES LISTED: 2002-2008 
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APPENDIX E: MOST ENDANGERED PROGRAM HOME WEBPAGES 

Colorado Preservation, Inc. 
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Mississippi Heritage Trust 
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Preserve Nevada 
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Preservation Texas 
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Washington Trust for Historic Preservation 
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APPENDIX F: PRESERVATION TEXAS NOMINATION FORMS 

2004 
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2006 
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2008 
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2009 
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2010 
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2011 
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APPENDIX G: PRESERVATION TEXAS ALL SITES LISTED: 2004-2011 

2004 Texas' Most Endangered Places 

Adobes of Presidio County 

Bob's Oil Well 

Buildings of Rio Grande City 

Samuel Julian Stewart Home, Headley/Edgerton Home, 
Crisoforo Solis, Silverio de la Pena Building, La Borde Hotel, 
Emilio Block Building 

Corpus Christi Coliseum 

George Kraigher House 

Gonzalez and Cyneo Houses 

Old Dallas High School (Crozier Technical) 

Prudential Building (Houston Main Building) 

Fall Mansion 

Sabine Farms 

Sacred Heart Co-Cathedral 

Ammon Underwood House 

Working Class Neighborhoods 

2005 Texas' Most Endangered Places 

Bloomburg State Bank Building 

Congress Avenue Historic District 

Iron Bridges (circa WWI) 

Jefferson Playhouse 

Near Northside Neighborhood 

Rancho San Francisco 

Residential Teardowns in Inner-City Neighborhoods 

San Jacinto School House 

Sanderson Railroad Depot 

St. George Antiochian Orthodox Church 

Wayside Church at Trezevant Hill 

Winkler House 

Zedler's Mill 

2006 Texas' Most Endangered Places 
Atlanta Miller Grade School 

Berry Brown House 

Eastern Star Home 

El Paso and Southwestern Railroad and Freight Depot 

Grota Homestead Neighborhood 
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Herring Hotel 

Historic Texas Cemeteries 

Historically and Architecturally Significant Neighborhoods of 
Texas Cities 

John S. Harrison House 

Mueller Bridge 

Quanah Acme & Pacific Depot (Roaring Springs Depot) 

Village of Quihi 

Wilshire Village Apartments  

Winfield Hangar 

2007 Texas' Most Endangered Places 
Broad Street Bridge 

Capitan Theater 

Capitol View Corridors 

Comanche St. Louis- San Francisco Railway Company Depot 

Galveston's Unprotected Historic Neighborhoods 

James and Jessie West Mansion 

Keller Building 

Mercer House  

Old Arlington High School 

Old Denison High School 

Palace Theater 

River Oaks Shopping Center  

River Oaks Theater 

Alabama Theater 

Texas State Railroad 

Wise Estate/Grand Theater 

2008 Texas' Most Endangered Places 

Barker-Huebinger Rock House 

Booker T. Washington School 

Caples Building, The 

Citizens Savings Bank Building 

Dr. James Lee Dickey House 

First Christian Church 

Hendley Building 

Live Stone Lodge #152 

Mallet Ranch Headquarters Court 

Port of El Copano 
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Statler Hilton Hotel 

Texas & Pacific Warehouse 

Texas Dance Halls 

2009 Texas' Most Endangered Places 
1874 Church (Old St. Luke's Episcopal Church) 

Alamo Elementary School 

American National Bank,  Starr Building 

Bluff Dale Bridge 

Hamilton Pool Preserve 

Heritage Plaza, Heritage Park 

Judge J.N. Campbell House 

Scenic Loop - Boerne Stage Corridor 

Socorro Mission Rectory  

Strand-Mechanic Historic District 

Texas Governor's Mansion 

2010 Texas' Most Endangered Places 
Austin Woman's Club 

Brazos Drive-In Theatre 

Herff Farm 

Historic Assets of Downtown Austin 

Old Llano County Jail - Red Top 

San Jacinto Battleground 

Swenson Park Swimming Pool 

2011 Texas' Most Endangered Places 
Blas Herrera Ranch 

Noah Cox House 

Duval County Courthouse 

Lodge Building 

Lubbock Post Office and Federal Building 

Mulkey Theater 

Olivewood Cemetery 

Piano Bridge 

Roma-Ciudad Miguel Aleman International Suspension Bridge 

Santa Fe Railway Depot 
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APPENDIX H: PROGRAM STATISTICS ALL OPERATING YEARS 

 

 

 

Colorado Preservation, Inc. 

Saved (22)

In-Progress (39)

Threatened (16)

Lost (4)

Mississippi Heritage Trust: 1999-2007 

Saved (12)

In-Progress (35)

Threatened (11)

Lost (2)
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Preserve New Jersey: 1995-2009 

Saved (24)

In-Progress (46)

Threatened (60)

Lost (20)

Preserve Nevada: 2002-20008 

Saved (4)

In-Progress (11)

Threatened (16)

Lost (2)
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Preservation Texas: 2004-2010 

Saved (18)

In-Progress (25)

Threatened (19)

Lost (3)

Unknown (22)

Washington Trust for Historic Preservation: 
1992-2009 

Saved (25)

In-Progress (24)

Threatened (24)

Lost (28)

Mixed (3)

Unknown (7)
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